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Zt is W8ll knowQ by oat that many atasio nuel«i 
P088988 magmBtle laoatnta* Ihl8 was ortglnally init 
1 
for%rasd as a hypothesis hy Paull to explain soos of 
the details of hyperfizie struoture found in optical 
spectra* This nuclear paremagnetisa was first directly 
2 
demonstrated hy Lasarev and Sohuhnikoir for solid 
hydrogen I and since then it has been oonfizmed by a 
variety of aethods. In nomial mattery the aagnetio 
moiaonts of its nuclei are randcHoly distributed but they 
get polarised on ^plication of external magnetic field* 
It is possible to detect the polarisation of these 
nuclear raagnetSy for, these magnets in transiti^i from 
one state to another, absorb energy from magnetic field 
oscillating vith a frequency having a fixed relaticm 
with external magnetic field* Such absorption gives 
rise to what are^ called nuclear magnetic resonance 
(HMB)* The first successful application of MB. 
techniques was in connecti(m vith molecular beam 
3 
experiments by Babi et al* This method of detection 
was very useful, but at the same time, it was clear 
that the connection between molecular beams and magnetic 
resonance was not of basic character* The question 
arose, whether nuclear transitions could not be detected 
by far simpler electroiaagnetic methods, applied to 
matter of ordinary density* Nuclear resonance effects 
z 
T^re first detected by ©lectrGanagnetio methods in 
4 
bulk matter in 1946 by Purcall, Torrey and Pound 
5 
and by Bloehi l^nsen and Packard, using such siople 
materials as solid paraffin and water* oince than 
it has been used extensively to tackle Tarioi:is 
problems, hitherto imsolved, in chemistry| physics, 
biology and many other branches. 
By measuring HHR spectra \m are using a nucleus 
essentially as a magnetic probe to investigate local 
magnetic fields inside a molecular system* thQ local 
magnetic field near a particular nucleus will depend 
on its chemical environment and is determined by a 
number of factors including the polimizatlon of resaote 
parts of the sample, magnetic m<»ients (nuclear and 
electronic) of neighbouring molecules, and intra-
molecular effects due to other nuclei and electrons in 
the sas^ molecule* These local magnetic field effects 
manifest thiMaselves in two important ways in high 
resolution MB. speotras (a) chemical shift and (b) 
indirect spin-spin interaction between nuclei* The 
cliemical slilfts represent ^^riations in the electronic 
environment of the nuclei of interest at different 
non-equivalent sites in the molecule* the total 
screening giving rise to chemical shifts can be divided 
into four partsI 
3 
!• irhd diaoagndtie eorrootloii fo? tlie at€a in 
3# The |jS3?aEiG3a0tio corractioa for t im atom in 
qui»dlioaC3 
7 
3 , f ho eontributi^si f 3?oc} otbeir atooa 
3 
4« fba oontrilmtiofi from intoratomio owptmitQ 
Th© spiiwepin intepacticai i s dvm to oou3>liiiig of the 
differantt mieXoar spixia In ths moloculd thS0U|*h thd 
bondins 0loetr«»is oM arises saisily duo to tiB follo^iag 
throo factors! 
!• th9 intomctloQ of oioot]?oi}@ as aoving ohargod 
partioXoe in Urn oagziotiQ fiaM of tlm aticlei» 
3* the dipolo«-(lipoXo intoraoticoiG botvoon tho nticXoar 
magi^tio QOo«:ite aM tbo oXoctronic magnotio 
QC83i^its and 
3* til© FisxBii oontaot tors • 
Ch^iioaX @liift i s dopoMont oa Urn oxtoxnaX statio 
oagnotic fioXd but tho @pi£i^piii spXitting is invariant 
^ t h tho asctomoX magnotie fioXd ond this foot is 
^oooralXy utiXisod for tiio on&l^iA of IMH epootra* o 
Though maah ^mIk has not yot ho&a doao on tho 
intorprotaticaj of ooupXiag cimstont© in tome of 
noXaciiXar oXoctronio distribution^ sccio oflbo 
10-X3 
iiwostisatioiis havo cloarXy sixo^n that a good d i^X 
of infoxmaticm oan bo dorived frc^ an extonsivo atudy 
4 
of the coijpllng constants and their signs* Iha 
cleterrlnatlon of absolut© slgnsof coi^ling constants 
is quite difficult, but tho relative si^ns of couplinii 
constants air© more amorablo to experimental determina-
tion. However, the absolute signs of coupling 
constants r?My bo obtained freaa high resolution tlMR 
14 
spectra of partially oriented nolecules 5 this 
orientation being causod by application of strong electric 
14,15 
field to a samplo of polar molaculas , or altomativaly 
by dissolving the molecule of interest in a liquid 
16-19 
crjrstal matrix • In this thesis, aajor portion 
of ttio vrork is devoted to the determination of rolativo 
signs of nuclear spin coupling constants in certain 
noleculos. The conventional \my of defining the sign 
of coupling ccaistants is worth mentioning hereja 
positive nuclear spin coupling consttint is defined as 
resulting frcci an inuoi^ction -wtiieh aixiimizes the 
spin coupling energy wiion the two nuclear spins are 
antiparallel and a negative spin coupling contitant 
corresponds to a mininua coupling energy yfien tne 
nuclear spins are parallel* 
The analysis of strongly coupled spectra is 
historically the first established ciothod of detoHnin4»g 
20-22 
tjksa th? sl^ns of nuclear spin couplings • More 
23-25 
recently the study of double quantum spectra and 
a variety of double and multiple irradiation techniques 
r 
have been ©aployed for determining the rolativa signs 
of coupling constants. Jioloctive spin decoupling is 
probably the most universal means of relative sign 
detorminations of nyslear spin coupling constants* 
Tho simplest nanr^r in ifhich the phaacasenon of spin 
decoupling can bo understood is tiiat the strong , . , 
irradiation/^spin betwo^i positive and negative 'm* 
(niasnotic quantum number) values and \iiiQn this 
oscillation occurs at a frequ^icy 
(Y-gyroaagnotic ratio), wliich is siuch higher than 
tl-se frequency (J) relevant to tho indirect splji-spin 
interactions, these interactions will be averaged out 
to zero. Spin decoupling tecimiques may be ^apleyod 
for siiip:Vification of complex spectra, for classification 
of ambiguous spectra, for indiroct detection of weak 
or hidden signals and for detemination of relative 
iiisns of spin coupling constants* In this thesis, 
this technique tias been made use of in all the works. 
Chemical siilfts and coupling constants are not 
the only parameters wlilch can bo derived f rcasi HJ-IR 
spsctra. OIKS con also study tho width of K resonance 
lines. As is vrell Icnown tho width of a resonance line 
and its variation from one rosonance to another in a 
spec true depend on both tiriO-dopendent and tiae-
iiidopandent interactions and therofoi^, a study of line 
(, 
width vat la t lon can be used to obtain Information 
about th© intoraotioas, Diia to tiiSQ-depondant 
Interactions natural l ina vidth of tha resonance in 
a spectnei i,flll not bo the same and honce tlM r^e ^ 1 1 
be variat ion of l ino widths, ijoiaetiaies s t a t i c 
interactions may be such as to produce such a fine 
sturoture which cannot be resolved experimentally* 
This wi l l appoar/vlino width variat ions aiaong tho 
observed t r ans i t ions . She lino idLdth variations 
reported in th is thesis are of the l a t t e r typo. 
In Chapter I I are discuijsed the principles 
wiiich have been used in the pres^i t investigation. 
I t i s shown there how re la t ive signs of coupling 
constants in simple molecules of AIOC type can bo 
detemined using the selective decot^ling technique. 
Further) i t i s also sho\m how the ph(momenon of 
v i r tua l spin coupling can take place in certain type 
of molecules. PartlcuJ^rs of the apparatus used 
(Varlan's V43003 miB iipecti^meter) and i t s accessories 
are also described bi lef ly in Chapter I I . 
Chapter I I I deals with the signs and magnitudes 
of methyl-ciethyi coupling in 2,3-dimethylthiophene, 
2,3-<iiaethyl-^ran and 3-iodo - 2 jS-diraethyl-^furan 
which were found to be of the same sign as that of the 
rin^ couplings, She signs and magnitudes of these 
7 
cot^ling constants have been disciissod in tarms of<r- andTT-
©iQCtiroa contributions to tha spin coiqjlings, Tha signs of 
the proton-proton spin couplings Jas-and J ^ t ^ pyriniidinas and 
thB methyl-proton spin couplings in 2 - and 4-«iatl^lpyrliaMin8S 
have also baan d0taxmi:^d relatiira to t lmt of the ortho-
pro ton-proton spin coupling int id ring* She signs obtained in 
those cases vmvo a l l of theoime sign as tlK>se of fas 
correspoi^iing coupling in benzenes, 
Hesults of the investigation of line-width variation 
in 40 Ifc/sec. protcm resonance spectnan of H-methyl-2-
pyrrolealdehyde are described in Chapter IV, The l ine width 
differences ar© at t r ibuted to unresolved structure caused 
by pa r t i a l v i r tua l coupling between the 4-|^ydrogen and 
aldehyde proton spins. I t i s demonstrated that such 
structure may always a r i se in spin syst^is containing at 
leas t one pair of strongly coupled nuclei and two or more 
groups of nuclei that laay be weakly spin-couplad to that 
pa i r . I t i s also deraonstrated that pa r t i a l v i r tua l coiQ)lings 
may be eliminited by double i r radia t ion (spin decoupling). 
The 40 Mc/soc. and QO Mc/sec. protcai I'esonance spectra of 
ii-thiophenealdehyde are given as i l lus t ra t ions of these 
phonanena, 
The resul ts of tue woiic p r e s e n t s in th i s thesis imve 
boen published in three papers which are attached horet^tith, 
uni ts 
iJoth the Tmggtt of frequency, cps aM Jiz, have been used in 
these papers and are retained as such in the thes i s . 
8 
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ocgmtiMQ^ the HME spectra due to ohdmlcal shifts 
and spln^spln splitting become so complex that it is laM 
not possible to determine 'iiriiich nucleus is more 
screened, nor it is possible to obtain the magnitudes 
and signs of the spin coupling constants* Shere are^ 
however, s<^e techniques which can be used to obtain 
desired results in such oases* The important ones ares 
(1) measurement of spectral moments 
(2) measurement on isotopically substituted 
molecules and 
(3) the use of simultaneous irradiation by two 
or more fretpencies (double or multiple 
resc»mnce) • 
In section 2 of this Chapter are discussed the 
first two effect** briefly. As the work reported in 
the present thesis was done using double Irradiation 
method, this method is described rather in detail in 
section 3# It is well kno\4n that the study of line 
width variation can give valuable information about 
factors which influence spectral shape* llow tliis 
can happen is described in section 4* j^sential 
features of the appratus and an outline of the method 
of obtaining spectra are given in section S. 
/ / 
S^ ttm Mm at nmm%§.i Ikm&ntB can b© used to 
obtain Infoinatlcaa from very complicated spectra, 
The tth mc»3ent Is defined as 
/P^" \ ^ ^r. C^^ >v) L •ynTV 
• y w T V L. 
is the transitlcMi frequency frcaa state m 
to state n and l-wtn is its intensity* Tjbe various lines 
of til© spectrum are measured on a frequmicy scale 
relative to an arbitrary origin. 
The first mcaaent <^ J> gives the mean frequency, or 
centre of the oultlplet* The positicai of other lints 
can be raeasua^jd relative to the mean in terms of 
Momeats relative to ti^ mean i»e»<^(^^J> ^ are then 
esqpressed in terms of '^^^y^* 
The moment theory is simple when applied to tiie 
specturm of a group of nuclei of one species for which 
the Illative chemical shifts are of t he sane order as 
] 
the coupling constants involved* Anderson and HcConnell 
derived egressions for the maaents relative to the 
mean in teitos of the ch^nlcal shifts and spin coupling 
constants* It is showi tliat the first three moments 
are Irvlependent of the coupling constants. Dependence 
of the mtxaents on the coupling constants, begins fro© 
a 
the fourth moment. Th0r0forQ,/\fourth moment can be 
used to obtain informaticai about th© coupling constants. 
Comparison of a complex spectrum with the 
spectrum of an Isotopically substituted molecule can 
also help in the analysis of the spectnaa, Isotoplc 
substitution has only a very minor effect on tii© 
electronic structure of a molecule, so the chenical 
shifts of tl^ remaining nuclei will be practically 
unaltered. The method can be used to identify 
some signals. Pbr example, prot<Mi signals can bo 
identified by substituting deuterium for hydrogen 
and observing which lines disappear. This method 
can elso be used to determine the signs of coupling 
constants of nuclei in an equival«it set. 
The aim in double Irradiation method, which %m8 
2 
first proposed by Bloch , is to riKsove the effect of 
spin coupling by the application of second rf field 
(called perturbing or irradiation field) in additicm 
to tlie one (called observation field) for observations. 
One group of nuclei is irradiated with a stn>ng rf 
field close to their corresponding i^sonance frequency. 
This leads to saturation a M frequent transitions 
between states of these nuclei, so that they becone 
effectively decoupled frcra the recjaining nuclei. 
/3 
t>pln decoti^ling tochalquo may be ©mployad for variom'. 
purposes* f o sbov how the selective decoupling 
tecbnictues imy be applied for sign detexminatioos ^  
let us ctmsider a veakly coupled three spin system 
3 , 
AHX • A schematic AI€C spectrum is depicted in Flg.i* 
fhe four A transistors Aly A2y A3 and A4 have 
frequencies given by 
i)^ 9;^- J^M Tfl^-Jp^x '^X ^j 
¥he^ em ,^andW?x^ ®^ * ^ magnetic cjuantum numbers of 
spins M and X respectively and can independently 
assisme the values i and -^ ^ £»imilarly| the freqtiencies 
of the four M transitions and the four X transitions 
are given by the expressions 
9 = P^ - ^ M ^ A - TMX y>l/: (2) 
y> - >^X - ^AX ''^A - ^ M X ' ^ M ( 3 ) 
respectively. Here ^ M » ^ X » ^ ^ ^XBLTQ spin 
eteeoupling constants between the spins, expressed as 
subscripts with Js, How let us assume that^x)>0, 
then the lines Al and A2 are assigned to transJ^tions 
in molecules in whichlrij^ ss*^ , wMle A3 and A4 correspond 
to yyix *<*i« ^ ^ s groii^ing according to the spin states 
of nucleus X is iMioated in fig.Ka) by full and 
dashed lines respectively. A sign revorsaji of Tp,yi 
will lead to a reassigniaent of^lines so thjiit Al and A2 
i^ nhMjmnB A 
/ ^ 
(a) (e) 
(b) (d) 
I 
K 
Assigma^its of tlie A aod H transitions to definite 
©pin states of >i n. of nucleus X in a weakly (sot;^ l0d A nit. 
spin system* I t i s asstxsed that the gysocmgncitie 
ratios of Af H and X as?e a l l positive* In tbe 
branching diagram the full lines refer to trensitions 
with'^^owir and th& dashed lines to transitions with 
»ix m-i* the assi^ffiionts differ for different signs 
of the oouplings} the signs assieaed aret 
in (a) Tfin positiiref in (o) !>*)>(. positive 
in (1>) JAI«. aegatlvei in (d) T(v\% negative 
15-
corraspond to)>!;< =<-i and A3 and A4 to Tdy, «•!" as 
Indicated by dashed and fall lines in fig. 1(b). 
In a sinilar way the transitions of nucleus M may 
b© assigned to definite spin states of nucleus X and 
these assignments are indicated by dashed and full 
lines in Fig»l(o) and 1(d) wWLch correspond to 
civ«4. J M ; < < O 
andJNj ^ Oy^respectlvelyt It is tisus easily seen 
that independently of the absolute sign of the coi^ling 
constants ti^ transitions Al, A2 and Ml, H2 all belong 
to the s ame spin state of nucleus X if ^ z and ^ x 
carry the saae sign. If, on tiie other hand, TJ/v^^ and 
l^-^ carry opposite signs the lines Al and A2 belong 
to the sane spin state of niwleus X as the lines M3 
and 144, while lines l$| and H2 now belong to the same 
spin state of nucleus X as lines A3 and A4. 
A selective decoupling experiment may be 
porfomed by centring the frequency >^ of the irradiation 
field midway betweon lines M3 and M4, Ideally, this 
irradiation field should have an amplitude 
which is large compared to^r^ut snail compared to^x • 
Decoupling of the^M splitting will then be observed 
in the A spin spectrum only of those molecules wiiich 
bolcHig to the sane spin state of nucleus X isnd the 
lines M3 and 144. Thaas if ^>< and Xjxcarry the same 
signs, this will result in a collapse of the lines A3 
/6 
and A4 at their ceatr© of gravity u^rtiil© lines Al 
aad A2 remain unpertu£!>e<l* If the tm> coD^ling 
constants aompaTQA are of opposite sign^the lines 
coalesced will be Al and A2 while lines A3 and A4 
remain UE^erturbed. I t may be pointed out that if f 
the spin systom should cc»itain an additional group 
H weakly ootj^ led to both nuclei A and M, then an 
analogous decoiqj^ling experiment m ^ be performed 
in which a doublet split by^^ls irradiated in the 
band of nt^leus M and the collapse of a related 
doublet (i»e* a doublet oorresxmnding to selected 
spin states of nucleus X and R) is observed in the 
band of nucleus A* A single e^qjeriment of this 
type will provide a sitnultaneous ccaaparison of the 
signs of^?t andlTj^;^ on the one hand and ^^i^and J/w/J 
4 
on the other • 
4* him MWik ta^^lteaii 
Besides the chemical shifts and the coupling 
constants a study of line width variation is ft 
spectrum is also a valuable source of information 
about the molecule* Both time-depeMent and time-
independent interactions may be responsible for the 
variation. If the life-times of the differaat levols 
in a spectrum are not all equal owing to some specific 
time-dependent interacticaiS| the natural widths of the 
n 
observed l ines wil l in g9t»TQX not aU be the same. 
Th© effects of s t a t i c intaract ioni on the other Iiand, 
iaay be such as to produce an unresolved fine structure 
of certain leve ls . I3xperim®itally th i s structure \irili 
appear as l ine width variation among the observed 
tx>ansitions» 
Line broadoniag by timo-ladependait interactions 
aay, in pr inciple , bo produced by a l l interact ions, 
liice chemical s h i f t s , spin floi^lings and v i r tua l spin 
couplings, that ctmtribute to the levelstructuro in 
the spectrum provided that the level sepaipati^a caused 
by the interaet ion i s ooi^anible in magnitude to or 
Sfaaller than %b& l ine %ridth of a ncn^egenerate l i n e . 
The simplest spin system capable of displaying 
the pijeuoifienon of v i r tua l spin coupling i s the three-
spin system A&Xowaposed of two strongly coupled 
spin-4^ nuclei} A ond B, both of vhlch are weakly spin 
coupled to a tliird spin*i nucleus ,X« In t h i s spin 
system, tlie Xfl^ part sub-aspect nan wil l displiay a quartet 
s tructure (ccMbination l ines eascluded) even i f one of 
the possible spin couplings involving nuclmis X i s 
5,6 
vanishingly small ^ x *0, say* I f t'^ © spectrum i s 
roasonaily f i r s t order, one ofthe sp l i t t ings in the 
X part spectruEi wil l be close in magnitude to tijo 
16 
noa-Tanislilag spin cotipXing {T^x) Q»^ * ^ otbar 
5 
splitting will thoa b@ called virfctaal coupling • 
Both tihe real and th« virtual couplings will produce 
corespoading splittings in th© AB»part of tl^ 
epectroBi* The splittings observed in th© 5Upart of 
anABXspeotrum will rarely oqiJal tXm spin coupling 
that produce the©, ©v^i though X by definition 
reprosaats a wealcly souplod spin* To so© how this 
cc®9S about it is h0lpful to doeiMposo the cociplate 
7,8 
ABX flpaotpsm into sub-.sp«ctra • The AB-part of tho 
spectrum is a superposition of two, in sanoral, 
diffaront AB*typ© (two spin) sub-»spoctra with 
affootive reletivo chamical shiftss 
C^^~'^^X = ^A-^ 6 ± k (TAX-XBX) (4) 
T\m degree of mixing in each ono of t he suib-spocti'a 
Eay bo rpprQSonted by dinonsionless paramotor^'^; • 
The paraaater ^ piay be regarded as an angle determined 
by i t s tangent functioni th© tangent of (24^) equals 
the ra t io« between Tf^ and the effective relat ive 
chSQlcal shift# 3ach of tho two AB-type sijb-spectra 
correspond© to one definite spin-stat© (c<orp) of 
nucleus X» I t i s evident therefore, that tli© degree 
of mixing b©t\K5en A and B spin s ta tes (the strength 
of the coiQjling in th© AS sub-syst^a) depends on the 
spin s t a te of nucleus X, unless l^xQQuals^X • I f ^ 
however, the equality 
II 
holds, on© obtains mixin^i betitiean A and B spin 
tn» 
states that is/dopondent of tlie spin state of X. 
In th© ViSiy particular case wban ©qn»(5) holds, 
thoABx spectrum will acquire saveml first order 
foatiiresj the two A3-type sub-spectra in the AB part 
r^ili beccaae identical except for a mutual frequency 
displacoment of ^ x » tli© combination lines vanish 
for arjy strength of the A-a coupling, and the X-part 
spactrom appears as a 1*2tl triplet with a splitting 
that equals I^x t likewise regardless of the degree of 
aiding between A and B spiiv states. 
In a generalA*^ spectrum, in which eqn.(5) is 
not fulfilled, one obtaiiis sis allowed tx'anslticais in 
the X-part of tiie spactrsasi. Two of these have unit 
intensity and represent transitions between unmixed 
states. The four ronaininjj trmisltions (two of which 
txVQ oqually labelled as combination transitions) do ^  
however, all iiivolvo a c^an^e in the state of the AB-
splns as well as that of the X spin. The fact that an 
X transition sight cm tail a change in the state of 
AB-spins is intuitively obvious fr«a the dependence of 
the degree of nixing between A and B spin states on 
tiiQ spin state of X, a M makes it understandable tiiat 
the splittings in the X-part nultiplet should not be 
simply related to the spin couplings between X and 
20 
ei ther one of t lie A or B spins. 
The jL^luslon of one additional wealcly coa led 
groiap in Urn j^pin systQiin i^QSuits in a ninor but 
intoi*e6tiag eoaplicatlon. To be specif ic , lo t liS 
consider an system* By tho us© of "effective 
7 
Laruor frequency" approach one may see timt the 
4l3-part of the spoctmin v i l l be a superpositlcai of 
four in general different AB type (tuo-spin) sub-
epectra v i th effective re la t ive clieinical shif ts 
aiv^n by 
The X-part of the spactpua vfill appear as a super-
position of tm> in general different X-part sUb-spectra 
of an A6X spin system centered at ^x -h i: ^MK and 
a t >^ — ^ JM X • i»iniilarly, one obtains t i ^ 14-part 
£ub«snectra centred a t H-i — a^^x • The appearance 
of Qftch/parfe sub-spectrum i s determined by the spixi 
coupling parameters '^•^ , ^^ $ A^e> and by the effective 
relat ive chCEsioal shift betw^n A and B according t o 
Qqn«(4). I f one spin coi:^ling,T]^^i , say, i s vanishingly 
small oaQ might s t i l l obtain a v i r tua l spin coupling 
between M cifc B in each sub-spectnaa • The v i r tua l 
couplinss in the two sub-spectra would, however, 
usually be unequal because the extent Do v/hich the spin 
s ta te of M influences the mixing between AE and 3 dept^ids 
also on the spin s ta te of nucleus X* 
2i 
9 
xbB spectrum of trans-crotonaldahydQ at ^ Mc/soc 
offQi^ a clear Illustration of such variable virtual 
lonQ range couplinij* In tx'anscrotoaaMefcrAe, 
tho eoupling batwaon the aldehyda protc»i (M) and tim 
p>-othylenic protoM (B) is vanlshingly small* Th© 
spactrun of tho Qthylenic pz'otons (A and B) and tho 
aldohyds proton (M) appears as a superposition of 
four ABHspactra oaoh on® corresponding to a particular 
value of the magnetic quaatuia nuaber (%) of t he 
fseth/l sroup (X3). The magnitude of the virtual 3e.M 
coupling mxB found to vary between an unobservc^ .bly 
small value when W?;(a»f3/2, so that the effective relative 
chemical shift beeches vqual to 
0'6 
to tlie easily resolved value of 0^6 cps when Wji a-3/2, 
CO that the effective relative ciieiical shift becomes 
equal to . . 
It may bo pointed out that the phenoffienon of 
virtual spin coupling is only a very particular nani-
festation of the effects of strong coupling within a 
uroup of spins on the multiplet structure in the 
spectrum of a spin that is weakly coupled to that group. 
/^x 
Tho spectra vrore obtaiaod using a Varian 
AsjiociatQS modol V-43XQ spootaixsmetar operating at 
a radio frequenoy of 40«000 MHz and were recorded 
by the us© of phso sensitive dotootion by operating 
tho Varian ?»5321 integrator in the lower side band 
mode. Tim sisaal resonanco spectra were calibrated 
using the side band technique* 
Full datails rogaMins the equipment and the 
accQiiSories are published h'^ the farlon Associates 
in different tocliiiiioal infomation bulletins. The 
spectraneter essentially consists of fixed frequency 
transnivter and receiver units with the associated 
probe, and a sweep unit providing the ssmmp. im±k for 
variable s^eep field of ad;Justablo frequerujy» The 
power supply for the cmgnet has voltage crA current 
regulation, and the drifts in the field, oourring 
due to temperature variation etc., are compensated 
by a superstabiliaor* ihe spectrometer is also 
equipped with"the field homogeneity control" device 
and the "sample spinner" which reduces the line width 
and enhances the amplitudes of the lines. The overall 
stability and iiaaogeneity of the static magnetic field 
7 
ii& bet ter tiian 1 part in 10 • The fs^equency stabil ity 
of the R.F. unit i s about 1 part in a million per hour. 
2i 
In the double vQ&onanAQ spectra, the second r,f.field 
IIQ \d.th freqiieacy^i \^s obtained "by frequency 
Dodulatioa of the K.F« tranesltter* The frequency of 
the E5ef>.auriisg iUF» fioM Hi is denoted by)^i. The 
modulation frequency was produced by a Phillips 
oscillator PP-6050; tho.audio-frequencies \mve 
measured with Hewlett-Packard frequancy counters 
models 524D and 3734A* 
In the double irradiation experiments tho relative 
decoi^ling technique xms employed* The amplitude of 
the irradiation field % was initially set high enough 
to produce a nice collapse ot one particular splitting. 
Tho amplitude was then la^rared to make the dotertiination 
of tl:»o optimua decoupling frequency (">! -^;) easier but 
still high enough to give easily recognizable collapres, 
the experimental error in the optimum decoupling 
Ha 
frequency is at the most to,4 % , in nost cases less* 
Readings presentc4 here are averages of at loast 5 
uieasuranents* 
ijcaae of the spectra were recorded on 60Mcps also* 
The single resonance spectra shown at 601'icps were 
obtained on a Varian model A60 spectrometer. The 
recordings at GOMcps wea?e made in order to make the 
iiiterpretation of tiie single resonance spectra easier. 
Further experimental details concerning the 
preparation of the compounds and etc* are given at 
appropriate places in the thesis* 
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The signs aM magnitudQS of the mQthyl-mathyl 
couplings i a 2-3-dim0tiiylthiopiioae, 2,3-diinethylfiiran, 
3»iodo-2^5^iiafjthylfiiraa| and the signs of the proton-
proton couplings J^ 5-ancl Jj-^in pyrialdinos and of tlKS 
matijyl-proton p«da couplings in 2 - and -^-mstliylpyTlaidinQS 
imvQ been investigated in this chapter^ 
The signs of tlw methyl couplings in 
msthylthiophenes and raethylfurans Iiavo alrcmdy boon 
1-3 
detormixMsd suid have been discussed in toros of 
A-ol9ctron anda--.@lectrou contributions. In thoso 
papers, i t was found timt tho coupling JCCH )^ -(GHj)^ 
3-
i n ^ c 0 t y l - 2 , S-diciothylthiopliene i s 0»55 cps, vjhereas 
the coupling JC^-S in S-nitro-H-methylthiopheno i s 
only 0»15 cps, iiinca the fomer coupling can safoly bo 
2,4,5 
assunied to bo 7r-olectron transraitted , those 
resul ts support the suggestion that thero i s a par t ia l 
cancellation of a negative A'^ electJXMi contribution and 
a positive i7--eloctron contribution to the coupling 
ScHg-s-in 2-methylthloph0n0S • The coupling 3cn^-s-io. 
fui^n 3 
g-methyllfefei^tiiging i s found to bo -0,40 cps , ^v'hich i s 
considerably larger tlian the Jcwj-5-coupling in 
thlophpines. In orcJer to account for tiiis coupling in 
terms of cr» and p^-electron contributions in fulfilment 
2^ 
3 
of an aarllor suggsstlon « 3-lodo-2,6«dlmethylfUran 
has baon studio*. To complete th© study of mathyl-
methyl couplings in thiophones and furans studies of 
2 jS-Kiimethylthiophone and 2,3-«dlia0thylfuran have also 
been aade« 
The spin coupling constants in aromatic and 
heteroaromatlc canpounds are relatively independent 
of substitution and are thus characteristic for the 
raolocular fragaents in which the coupling nuclei form 
6,7 
a part • Many factors govern the magnitude of 
proton-proton spin couplings for planar aromatic rings. 
For vicinal hydrogens the bond order, the electro-
negativity of the heteroatom and the C-C-H bond angles 
have been shown to be of importance, Furthemore, 
the CT" and 77"-electron contributions to the coupling 
constants can be assumed to be influenced differently 
by these Actors. In W-heterocyclics, such as pyridines 
and pyrimidines, the magnitudes of tiio proton-proton 
coupling constants have been found to differ 
significantly from those of benzenes. In pyrimidines 
the ortho coupling c(»istant J45 is significantly aaaller 
than in benzsenes, the meta coupling across the nitrogen 
J26 is very smaH and t>he para coupling J25 in 
pyrimidine itself and 4-substituted pyrimidines id 
somewhat larger than the para coupling in substituted 
^1 
9-14 
benzenes • It should therefoi^, be of interest to 
sea whethor the sl®is of tl^so couplings are all the 
sam© as in bonsonos. 
In a paper on the proton magnetic resonance 
10 
spectra of pyrimidinee , the pai^ coupling J25 has 
been discussed in terms of ^ -electr(»i* and IT -.electron* 
contributions* A imowledge of magnitudes a M signs 
of the side-chain proton to the ring proton cot^lings 
in the methylated pyrimidines greatly facilitates 
this division and it was thought desirable to undertake 
a sign detenaination of such couplings in 2- a M 
4HQethylpyrimldines, 
The 2 |3-4imethylthiophene was the sane as in 
an earlier investigation of di-substituted thioph^ies 
by Hofftaan and aronowitz • 
2,3-dimethylfuran, b,p« 920/760 mm,, was 
prepared in the following way» 
o 
Methyl 2»furoate, b,p. 180-181/760 mm,| was 
chlorcanethylated with paraformaldehyde! zinc chloride 
and dichloroethane to methyl 5-(chlorcaaetli^l)»2-furoat@, 
b.p, 136-138/8 mm., which after treatment with zinc 
and acetic acid gave methyl 5-iaethyl-2-furoato, b.p. 
92-94A0 inm» tlmt was chloromethylated to methyl 
^8 
4-(chlorom0thyl)-5-ia8thyl-2.furoat0,b,p, 108-109A saa. 
which by treataaent \rith zinc and acet ic acid yielded 
methyl 4f5-dii!iethyl-2*furoat0, b.p» TS'-^IA KEI. , which 
was hydrolysod to 4,5-dlja©thyl«2p fUroic acid, m.p, 
153^155^ which f inal ly upon heat decarboxylation 
11 
y i e l d s 2,3-d)5a9thylfuran • 
0 
3-iodo-2,5-dimethylfuran, b.p, 64.5-6SA0 naa», 
was prepared through iodination of 2,5-dimethyl-3* 
furyl-^ercuric chloride, obtained through mercuration 
of 2,5-dljB0thylfaran with mercuric chloride, with 
12 
iodine in potassium iodide solution • 
The samples of 4-.aminopyrlAiikin©,4-acetyamino« 
pyrimidine, 4-iaothylpyrimidine and 2-4n0thylpyriQidine 
were the sarae as those used in an earlier 
investigation of pyrimidines, 
3* I^ esultf 
Many of the coupling constant* signs deteimined 
in the present woik were obtained from only partly 
resolved spectra and tiierefore, the experimental results 
are reported in sc»ie detail. 
The sinalo resonance spectrtan at 40 and 30 Mcps 
of pure liquid 2,3-dim0thylthi6phene is shown in Fig.l, 
and appears as an ^ ®^^3Sp0ctnaa# The compound has 
iCH-
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10 
boon studied earlier • The fine structure caused 
by the couplings between the side-chain protons and 
the ring protcais could not be resolved at that time* 
By making use of the known magnitudes of the methyl 
couplings in thiophenes one may assign the low field 
part of the AB spectrum to the ring proton in the 5 
pos&tion and the high field part to the ring protcxi 
in tlie 4 position. Analogously the low field methyl 
band is assigned to the 2«methyl group* 
As seen from the spectrum the methyl couplings 
with the 4*h3rdrogen are of equal magnitude and t he 
couplings of the ring protons with the 3-methyl group 
are equal and half the size of the methyl<-methyl 
coupling* The coi^ling J(CH^2«>5 is too small 
2,10 
(^*2 cps), to give observable splittings but large 
enough to broaden the 5-hydrogen and the 2«4aothyl 
spectrum* 
tsince the methyl-oethyl coupling J(CHi)2-(CHi)3 
is only one*t^th (even at 40 Mcps) of the 
corresponding shift difference we can apply first 
order analysis and the coupling can be obtained frcci 
tlie corresponding splittings* The nuinerical values 
of the methyl-ring proton couplings are not equal to 
the corresponding splittings, as the ring prot<»is are 
rather 
/strongly coupled* Approximate corrections obtained 
dl 
fitsatho egressions for tho splittings in the ABA3X2 
case can be applied to convert the splittings into the 
10 
coupling constants • 
The couplings obtained are (in ops) t 
The value of the mothyl-ciothyl coupling agrees \«rell 
with that found earlier in 4,5-disubstitiifced 2,3-
18 
dimothylthiiph^ios , 
Because of t ha strong coupling between A and B 
the splittings coll^sed in the present double 
irradiation e:spericients do not correspond to couplings 
in the first order sense9 but the msnenclature will 
be retained for simplicity. 
In order to confirm the above assi^?;aQnt a double 
resonance 9S|)«rim®it was performed. We studied the 
assi^ed 3-iaethyl group 'fe^iile we ware irradiating In 
tho ring proton spectrum. The amplitude was made 
large enough to decouple the S-aethyl couplings 
independent of the spin state of tiio other nothyl gz'oup. 
The signs obtained for J(C%)3-4 ai5d 3(0%)3-5 are in 
112 
agreeraent with known signs of these coi^lings , fif c^  
Table 1« If the assignment had been wrong this should 
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not havQ boon the case, txma of the collapsed liriQ 
patterns corresponding to tlie entries in Table 1 are 
shown in Fig.2* 
To get tiie si©a of the aethyl-mothyl coupling 
a selective irradiation was made in the methyl bands 
while rocording tii© loif field part of the 4-l^drosen 
band.' The results of tliase experiments are collected 
in Table li and the collapsed spectra are shown in Pig. 3. 
The experiments in both cases were j^ estricted to the 
transitions balonglrig fco t'h spin states of the non-
irradiatad methyl s^otip. In t he interpretation m 
knovn si^is of tlie ilng proton-cethyl couplings 
relative to that of the ring couplings yore used. 
To calculate tho predicted frequency differences the 
fact tho.t the sign of J(CIU)2»5 is opposite to that 
*^  1,2 
of trie couplings J/,5-tiad J(CH3)*3-.5 , has been used. 
Table 2 sliows* tlrnt the observed optiiaiiBi 
decoupling frequencies and their differences are onJ.y 
consistent with the asetamptlon that J(CH3)2-.(CH3)3 
cai.»ries the sai;'.e sign as J(Cii3)2»4 and the opposite 
sign to ttiat of JCGH3)3-4. The eaqperimentally 
deteraincd decoupling frequencies for this sign 
alterriative do not exactly agree with the predicted 
ones. A comparison of the differences between the 
latter frequencies and the differences between the former 
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ones is, ho^over, a better criterion for a sign 
17,19 
determination caid gives unoabi-^ously the sign 
of J(aH3)2-(CH3)3. AS the signsof J(CIi3)2*4 and of 
J(CIl2)3«4 are kno\«i relative to that of the ring 
couplings we can conclude that J(CH3)2-(Cii3)3 
carries the same sign as the ring couplings. 
The single resonance spectrum of a 20;! solution 
of 2,3^iraethylfu?an in carbon tetrachloride at 40 
and 60 Mcps is shown in Fig.4, where the lines are 
miQbered for future reference* It is a first order 
At®3X3spectrura# Both spectra of ring protons show 
the patteni of two partly overlapping septets, which 
means that for each ring proton the two methyl 
couplings are of the same slae« The methyl bonds 
consist of nine lines (fitting the intensity ratio 
Ij2t4t6t6j6i4»8»l) which indicates that for each 
methyl group the couplings to the ring protons are 
equal and half the size of tlie coupling between the 
methyl groups. Thus all the methyl to ring proton 
couplings are equal. All the couplings except 
J(GH3),-(CHa)* which has not previously been detenained, 
3,20,21 
agrees with earlier results j 
The couplings obtained are (in cps)t 
T C H , 
di 
KH-t 
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J tCH3)2-5 ^ ^ 
J (CH3)3-5 ^ ^ 
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It is obviously not possible to assign each one of the 
two ring proton bands.to a definite rlns proton on the 
basis of the magnitudes of the observed couplings alone, 
nor It is possible to use the magnitudes for a 
structural assigiBnent of the methyl $ro^3p bands. By 
making use of empirical cheaaical shift correlations 
20-22 
obtained from earlier studies of furans one may, 
however, assign the low field rlns proton band to 
hydrogen 5 aiid th^ j low field methyl group band to the 
2-methyl group with some confidence* As will bo shown 
below this assignraont is consistent with the observed 
signs of tl^ couplings betwean the side-chain protons 
and the X'ing protons in this compouM and with the 
known signs of the corresponding couplings in 
2-ciethylfUran^ • Finally It may be observed that tiie 
conclusion as to the sign of the J(GH^2-(aH3)3 spin 
coupling constant does not depend on the structural 
assignment, since the sign of J(GH3)2-(CH3)3 is 
deteiiained with respect to a side-chain to ring proton 
coupling JGI^K, the sign of which is deteirained with 
respect to the ring couplingconstant (cf« below)* For 
convenience we shall lu^wever, label the transitions in 
accordance with the assignments of Fig.4. 
A double resonance e^eriment was performed in 
which the S-methyl group was selectively irradiated 
for tiie spin states t i of the 2-methyl group and of 
40 
tho 4-hyirogon, t ih i ls the S-iiydrogon spec t ra was observed* The 
oxporimcnt was r e s t r i c t o d to tm t raais i t ions belonging to tiie 
t i spin s t a t e s of the 2-metIiyl group, beeause i t i e d i f f i c u l t 
to do tamine the optiir'^js decoupling fre- iiaiicios for the weaker 
quar te t s /L1^ A 4 , AS and A8 belonsins t o the t 3 / 2 spin s t a t e s 
of the 2-^ethyl groups (ef, Fig.4)« In thds e:q>erija€ait we 
dotormlned the sign of J(CH3)3-4 re?vative to t h a t of t&e 
r ing coupling in Table 3 and s t^e of the decoupled spectra 
a re shown in Flg.S, From the Table i t i s obvious tha t 
J(on3)3-4 i s of oi>i5^site si-jn to J^rf. This i s in agreement 
3 
with known signs of tiieso coupling cons tants • I t i s 
a l so found ttmX the mathyl-csathirl coupling i s of opposite 
sign t o tiiat of J(CH>,)2-t», An analogous expei*imont with 
the 2-4aethyl grotxp ana the 4»hydro2en was a l so parfoiaed. 
The dataware coliectied in Table 4 and seme of tlie 
col lapsed l i n e paijoeinis are depicted i n f lg»5. PKHE 
Table 4 i t i s i t i r ther confinaed tliat che assigiiment i s 
co r rec t sirwe J(CH3)2«6 was found to be of opposite 
3 
s ign to t i iat of ttio r ing coupiixis • Rirthermore, t h i s 
resiili. iiiiows tiitit J(iH3)2-(CH3)3 (which i s of opposite 
s ign to J{CH3)H-6, cf« i'abie 3) i s of tiie sane s ign as 
Jv5« The Table a l so shm/s tha t the aethyl-«iathyl 
coupling c a r r i e s the opposite sign t o t h a t of J{CH3)3-4, 
which in i t s turn i s opposite to t h a t of the r ing 
coupling. The Eiost probable assigmisnt for tiie 4 - and 
S-hydrogenstiaVQ been maae, but i t i s obvious t h a t tli© 
sign determination of the methyl-methyl coupling i s not 
dependent on tlie assignment. 
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The single resonance spectrja of a AS.% 
i/rv 
solution of 3-iodo-2,5-dim9thylfiir«a^cyclohexane at 
40 and 60 Mops i s shown in Pig.6 and appears as an 
Slve 
A^3y3 spectrum. The methyl groups do not/xt« a 
s t r i c t l y f i r s t order spectrura (shif t difference 
0.06 ppm), but tl]© coupling constants given are 
obtained frora a f i r s t order analysis since the 
coupling J(CH3)2*(JH3)S i s only one-fourth of the 
re la t ive sliift a t 40 Mcps. I t has been showi 
ea r l i e r that J(C%)3-4 i s considerably larger than 
3f <^ 0121 
J(CIi>)2^ . Tlie high field methyl bond shows 
the largest nethyl coi^ling and i s therefore, assigned 
to tlie 6-raethyl group. The coupling constants obtained 
are ( in cps)i 
In order to obtain the sign of J(GH3)2-.(CH3)5 
a double resonance experiment was performed in which 
the 4-.hydrogen was selectively decoupled for the 
spin states ti of the 5-methyl group while recroding 
the a-methyl band. The reverse experiment was also 
dona and the results of the two experiments are 
collected in Table 5. The corresponding figures are 
shown in Fig.7. Irradiation of the 4-hydrogen while 
studying the o-mothyl band is not feasible a M the 
same is t rue for the reverse experiment since J(CH3)5-4 
45" 
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is not much larger than J(CH3)2-4. ^Uthoush the 
experiaantal optimim decoupling frequencies do not 
agroo xd,th those predicted for any sign alternative it 
is evident froia a comparison between the predicted and 
observed frequency changes ^ ^^ ^^ ^ -/i))^-^^ aM/i)^ ,_i,-^ -^S 
tiiat Che results obtained are only consistent with the 
assumption that JCGli3)2-(CH3)6 is of opposite sign to 
J(CH3)5-4» i»ince the latter coupling has prevleusly 
been shown to be of opposite sign to that of the ring 
coupling, it is concluded tiiat the methyl-^iethyl 
coupling carries tiie sarie sign as the ring coi^ling. 
The rather big deviation of the experimental optinun 
decoupling frequenvjies fixa the pi'edicted ones may partly 
be accounted for by secoM oi-der effects (c^0»2 cps) and 
and? Qxparijaental uncertainty of approximately 0«4 cps in 
the first experiment and of approximately 0,3 cps in the 
second one* The frequency changes fc.)J^,i^-^V^^^ aM^ >*/_/j~^ _^? 
are, hovever, less sensitive to second order effects and 
to acKiercainties in the cheaicai soift aeasuremants and 
therefore, a coraoarisoa of these observed entities uith 
17,13 
predicted ones is a better criterion • 
•^ toiOjCtDyriQidine 
Tlie single rasonance spectruia of a 25 percent 
acqueous solution of 4-aainopyriniidine at 40 MHz is 
showi in flg.S, The magnitudes of the coupling constants 
13 
iiave been recorded earlier and have the value in (cps) 
J^ 5,|= 1.25, \j^f^\ =0.46 and jj^^j = 6.15 
49 
X 
\ 
CO 
CM 
< 
^)0 
So 
Th© 2-hydrog0n band i s broadoied di:^ to imrosolved 
coupling with th© tm) nitrogon nucloi in the ring 
conbinsd with modorately rapid quadrupld relaxation of 
13,23 
tiia nitrogon nuclei . i'ha Jjt5and J ;^  ^ couplings 
are not rosolvable in th is band Ccf» Plg»8> but i t i s 
nonotheless possiblo to datQiTaine the i r signs in a 
salQUtiv© double i^soiiarioa osq^eriiaent) in v/hlch the 
0- or 5-hydrogon i s irradiated vjiiilo the S-hydrogon 
roiioiianco i s obt^ Qp-zedt A daoouplins ol* tiio J^^- -
coti^ling by ixradiation in tliO lew fiold doublet of 
tlKj 5-Ijydi»og0ii wil l lead to a collapse of tfiB ralatod 
doublet in thu^ 2-hytirog8n band, i«e* Al^AS, i f J^^ 
ai3d J^^are of the same sign. In th i s case the 
collapsed pair Al, A3 i s supericposed on the l ine A2 
(the frequency differeno® of 0.20 cps not being 
resolvable) and therefore, the pattemar wil l be a 
3si doublot. I f J;i^ and 4^15-^ were of opposite signs 
ono wou3-d obtain the jairror inago pat tern. These two 
patterns are distinguishable from each other and thus 
i t is pcssible to determinG tho sign of J-^^. 
/umlcgously the sign of J^^an be determined by 
i r radia t ion of OIKJ of the t'wo doublets in the 
(S-iii'drosen band iiSiile observing the collapse of oitlier 
Al arid AC or A3 and A4. As i t i s not possible to 
rosolvo these two l a t t e r doublets in tho single 
resonams© spoctn:mi i t i s only possible to observe a 
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i8harponing of the low or high field doublet. The 
£»u33ested oxparimants are favourablo in that the 
large coupling J^i,gives r i se to a large sepai^tion 
botwean the pj^adlctod frsquioncy differences for the 
two sign al ternatives and the result obtoined \fill 
therefore, be unambiguous. This will not be the 
case in the rftverse experlmants in ^ i c h tho 
decoupling i i rad ia t ion i s applied in the 2-hydroseii 
baM \Jith observation of the 4 - and 5-hydrogen 
resonances. 
The resul ts of the double resonance oxperiraents 
are collected in Table 6 and the corresponding figures 
are shown In F13.9* From the Table i t i s obvious 
that the couplings J;j5-and J*scarry tiio sane sign as 
tho ortho coupling J^^. 
In the present investigation a 9,7^ solution 
of 4-<icetylaminopyriiaidine in dimetliylSulfoadld© was 
used. I t was not possible to achieve the same 
retsolution as in an ea r l i e r study of the same 
13 
compound and tlierefcre, reference i s made to the 
single resonance spectrum thoro. The coupling constants 
were found to have the values ( in IIz): 
lT .s |= i-s" ; \T,,\ -5-So 
The coupling Jzfcis not resolvable but has been 
ostiniated to be about 0.3 Hz. In spi te of tills a 
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56 
salsct lve decoupling ©^iperiment could give the sign 
of J/j^4,vith raspoet to J5^» In th i s decoupling 
0X|,^rl2iant a ^ ira^diation field was applied to the 
5-hydrogQn i-esonanc© and the ©nsulng asyanetsy in 
the 2-.h7d3X>gen resorianco was obsarf^d • Th© resul ts 
of thasQ oxperidoats at^ depicted in Pis* 10 and tlia 
nufiiarical data arc l i s ted la Taiile ?• 
I t was not possiblo fco obtain tho sign of J^ t 
fron tii3 converse axporinant in which the decoupling 
irTO,diation i s applied to hydrogen 2 and the offacts 
obsarvad in t l ^ band of hydrojQa 5 bscauso th© 
optim\ia dSKSoi^llng frequonoias for tho two sign 
altan'iatiVQS coincido witliin iiho lisaits of ojqjoriraental 
orroi% 
Tha siii^lo rasonaiic© speotrua of a 23^ solution 
•mi 
of 4-!rioth7lpyrij^ina in cyclohaxam© at 40 MHz i s showi 
in I1g,l l# 'Cho sagniciKiQS of thQ coupling constants 
13 
liavo baon d©toreiinod or ostimated previously and the 
\'aluea given ara (in Ite) s 
A double rosonance oxperimont was porfonaed in s 
oiTler to obtain the signs of the methyl couplings 
JGH^-g and JCll^-S as cccipared to the r i r^ coupling J5t» 
57 
The fine structure in the methyl band could not bo 
folly resolved due, in pa r t , to the smallness of the 
methyl prton*ring proton cotq>lings and, in pa r t , to a 
possible broad^iing caused by long-range coi^ling 
birtve^n the methyl group protons and the nitrogen in 
tlm deposition of the ring modulated by quadx'qpduLe 
relaxation ol the niti-ogen. i e t i t was possible to 
obtain the signs of vG'dy»2 and JrGH3.6 from oxperiiaents 
in which the affects of an i r radia t ion field applied 
to tha 5«hydrogen band were observed in tne methyl 
group band. The feas ib i l i ty of this experiment i s 
readily deraoriStiutad with reference to f ig . 12* The 
unperturbed methyl group resonance approximates closely 
that of I t l i 2 i 2 i l quintiet and the idealized collapsed 
patterns predicted for the four possible sign 
al ternat ives and with i r radiat ion of the four different 
I j 3 i3 i i submultipl'fits in the 6-hydrogen band aro 
indicated in Fig.12, iividently the different patterns 
in Fig.12 should be dlstingaishable even tfith moderate 
resolution of the fine s t ructure , i'he resul ts of these 
experiiueiits are reported in tkio upper part of Table S 
and tb.e decoupled motiiyi groti?> spectra are depicted in 
l l g . l ^ . I t i s evident from Table 3 tih&t 3QEQ,'*6 carr ies 
the saisa sign as J54aiid that JOH-j-iJ i s of tlw cane sign 
ac J;^ -^. iiloce Jp^ 5-has bean fourjd Uo carry tlie same sign 
as %4iv*o conclude that the ©oiqilings of the mathyl group 
protons with the i r "meta" ring hydrogens carry t i» 
same sign as J^ ^ . 
5-8-
The reverse experiment involving irradiation of 
the methyi group while stiidying the 5-.hyd«)gQn, nay 
also be performed* atnae the coupling constants are 
much Sfaaller in the methyl group the sepamtions 
between the optimum decoupling frequencies for the 
dlfferant sign alternatives will be considerably 
smaller and the result will not be as clear as in the 
first experiment. The experimental error Is however, 
less in the latter escperiment, depending on the 
smaller irradiation amplitude required. The results 
of these latter axpariaents are listed in the lower 
part of Table 8 and confirm (thoughjwith larger 
uncertainty) that JCHj^G and J5^are of the SMie sign. 
It is not possible to obtain an experimentally 
significant determination of the sign of JCH^-S 
relative to that of J2.5-froa this latter experiment, 
but the best agreement between the predicted and 
observed separations is obtained wiien JGilj-2 and Jisr 
carry the same sign as was also found above. The 
inconclusiveness in the results of this e^eriment 
shells that sometimes it is only one of the two possible 
experiments for a particular sign determination that 
can provide an unambiguous assignment. 
In order to obtain the sign of JGHj-S wi 
the two broad peaks in the G-hydrogen band 
Iwhlle rscoi^ing the methyl band. Due to largo widths 
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and lack of additional structure of the l ines in the 
e-hjrdrogen band i t was not possible to i r radia te for 
a specific 2-hjrdrogen spin and therefore, the only 
couplings compared are JGH3-.6 and J;i5-» 
The result i s shown in Table 9 and the 
collapsed pattorns are shown in Figl4, Froci the 
Table i t i s obvious that JCti^-a i s of opposite sign 
to that of the ring cotq»ling Jas". 
The single resonance speetnm of 19.5^ solution 
of 2-metiiylpyrimidin© ia carbon tetrachloride at 
40 Ifflz i s Bhowa. in Fig, 15. The analysis of th i s 
13 
spectruua has been reported ea r l i e r f and the 
magnitudes of the coupling constants were found to 
have the values ( in liz)t 
The signs of the couplings JCH3*4 and JCH3-.6 
which are equal in sign and masnitude owing to the 
syjmnetry of the aolacules have been detenained by 
i r radia t ing the low field and the high field quartets 
of tha 6-hydK>gon while studying the methyl band. 
This i r radia t ion produces asymmetries in the methyl 
spoctmjtta, different for different sign a l ternat ives , 
aM therefore, i t nalies a sign determination possible, 
A second double resonance experiment was performed by 
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irradiation of tl^ two broad peaks in the 4- and 
6-hydrogen bands while rocording the methyl band* 
In tliis lattar ©xperimont tho sign of JGHj-S was 
detorained roltitive to that of Jj^and JL,5-» 
Tho results are collacted in Table 10 and tho 
coupled spoctra ar© shown in Fig.10* Tho Table eoows 
that JCH3-4 and JCH3^ carry th© sane sign as the 
ring couplings J^ s^ and Js-iand also tiiat JCH^-S is of 
opposite sign to JH^^and Jyt,. 
The signs of the aQthyl-metl^l couplings in two 
dimethylsubstituted furans and tho disubstituted 
is-
thiopiione have boan determined rolatife^those of ring 
proton-jaethyl couplings f tho signs of which relative 
to that of the ring couplings wea?o knoim. In these 
canpounds it is found t^t the mettiyl-methyl coupling 
carries the same sign as the ring couplings in 
24,25,30 
thiophones and furans (which ar© all positive )• 
The ma^itude of J{0ti^)^'>(QH2,)^ i& 3.iodo-e,S-
dinethylfuran is -i-0»55 cps, which is tho same value 
as for tli« nethyl-iaethyl coupling in 3-acetyl-.2, 
2 
5-Miliaethylthiftphene • It is assumed that the 
methyl-aothyl coupling is mitirely 7C-electron 
2,4,5,31,32 
tranfiKnitted • It follows that the TV-electron 
contribute* to the JCH^-S coupling in e-aethylfuran is 
^? 
k 5,31,32 
approximately -0,55 cps • felnce the 
3 
observed JGHa-S coupling la 2*ciethylfuran i s -0.40 cps 
I t may be suggestod that the(T-elsctron contribution 
to th i s coiqjling i s about 4-o.lS cps, which may bo 
coEipared \idth the <r-0l0Ctr<m contribution of +0.40 cps 
2 
to JCIi3«6 in 3-nitro-2«^othylthipphen0 • The conclusion 
that thecT-eloctron contribution of J(CH3)2-5 in 
thiophenes i s largo r than in furans i s not ent i re ly 
unreasonable since the ring coupling J z 5 , which i s 
dominated by a cr-electron mechanism , i s larger in 
tiiiophenes than in furans (3.2-3,7 and 1,40 -1.66 cps 
10,20,22 
respectively )• 
In 2,3-dimothylthioph0ne and 2,3-di2a0thylfupan 
the nothyl-Haathyl couplings wore fouM to be -••O.TO 
and ^0,80 cps, Togother with the above-nontioned 
fact that the 2wnethyl-«'S-mothyl couplings in 
3-acetyl-2,6-dimethylthiophene and 3-iodo-.2,5-
dimothyli^iran are of the same s i ze , th i s indicates 
tliat the 7^-electron contributions to the proton-proton 
spin couplings in thiophenes and furans are of the 
same magnitude. Further support for t h i s conclusion 
may be obtained from a study of t he methyl-mothyl 
couplings in 2,4-dim0thylthiophene, 2,4-dimethylfuran, 
a 2-substi tut0d, 3,4-dimQthylthioph0ne and a 
2-substituted 3,4-dim8thylfuran, In 2,3-diaethylthiophen0 
70 
and 2,3-dimQthyl-furan tho raethyl-aothyl couplings are 
less tlian 3 CH3-3 Cor ^Hj^z) in 2 (or S)«ra3thy'Xthiphdaes 
and 2(or 3)»ffiothylfuran8. The <r-el0ctron contributions 
( i f any) to the couplings JCHa-S and JCIh-H w i l l , 
32,33 
however, according to th© Dirao voctor model , oariy 
32,33 
a negative sign, i*e* the same as thetr-electrono*'^^'''^^-
I f the TT-electron contribution to J(GH3)2-3 or 
J(01^3-2 in thiophenes and furans i s approximately 
equal to minus tbs J(CH5)2^{CH3)3 coupling, the(T-electron 
contribution can be estimated to be about -0.40 to 
•0 .30 cps» 
As regards the signs of proton-proton spin 
couplings in pyrimidines, they have been determined 
relative to that of the ortho proton-proton ring 
coupling in pyrimidines, The latter coupling is most 
likely of the sane sign as the ortho-cpupling in 
34 
benzenes • ii;:sperimental evidence in favour of this 
coupling being positive in absolute sign, has been 
35,37 
given by several authors • The proton-proton 
spin coupling J25-and J^ ^^ are founul to bo of the same 
sign as the ortho coupling Jjtand thus positive as 
the corresponding couplings in benzenes. It is 
interesting to note that the proton^proton spin coupling 
J;^^ in pyridine recently has )aQQn found to be of 
38 
negative sign, i.e. of opposite signii J^^in pyrimidine. 
7/ 
Both th© couplings aro very small and i t i s d i f f icul t 
to predict i f tho meta coupling across a nitrogen may 
pass zero and c^iango sign due to the substituonts in 
the r ing. I t i s also hasitatlvQ wnothor the couplings 
f u l f i l l the cr i te r ion of being associated with a 
39 
par t icular molecular fragment t sund thus are worth 
discussinaaslthe signs are concerned* 
In 2-inethylpyriQidine the couplings of tho methyl 
giroup with the 4- and 6-hydrogen are positive ^ i l e thfet 
with the 5-Iiydrogon is found to be negative. This i s in 
32,33 
agra^nont v i th the Dirac vector model • Due to the 
large numbor of bonds^tiie aethyl group and tho 5-proton 
and the fact that the effects transmitted throui:h t h e ^ 
32,40,41 
fraraoijoife normally decrease very rapidly por bond , 
the coupling JCH^-S i s mainly/\^electron transmitted. 
This coupling of -0.55 Hz provides an estimation of 
the ^-e lec t ron contribution to the proton*proton ring 
coupling, bearing in mind that changing a proton to a 
methyl group only id te r s the sign and not the magnitude 
(of the inter-proton coupling across the intervening 
32,40,42,49. 
TT-electron system) • The TT-electron 
contribution to the protcai-proton paracoupling J^can 
thus be estimated to be about 0.6 Hz. As the 
coupling 3i^Q f-und to be in the range 1.2 - 1.4 llz 
the <?^electron contribution must be posi t ive. The 
ea r l i e r suggostion that the//"- and<7"-electron 
7Z 
contributions Q.T^ of thQiisno sign is thus conflmed* 
A similar discussion of the mota coupling J^^gi^es 
thQ result that thj TT^ and ff-•electron contributions 
to this coupling are of unlll^G signs, the7T-.electron 
contribution being nogativa in accordance with the 
Dirac rector model and the^-electron contribution 
positive* 
In 4*130thylpyriniidine the ortho coupling 
JCH^-^S is found to be negative and the raetacoupling 
JCH3»6 positive as expected* 
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Fig* la» Pilii spectrum a t 'K) IIcps of pur€i l i qu id 
fi ,3-di!satiiyltIilophene« I he Qofchyl bands and 
tiiQ rfA! prx)ton band have bean recorded with 
d i f f a r a r t j a i n , The shif*ts a re ^ivan r e l a t i v e 
to THi3 as l . i toraa l raforanco. Iho jiathyl-couplJiigs 
with the riiig protons are primed to ind ica te 
t ha t i'Am^ doiiote s p l i t t i a g s and not e^sactly 
coupl i r i i s . i3<mQ of tha l i n e s a re nymbarod for 
ruturo roforoncQ and tho arrows rofer to tho 
dotibl© i r r a d i a t i o n es^riiuQntsj 2ho\m in Figs . 
2 axid 3* 
Fig, l b . PME spectnja a t SO I4cps of the aamo sample as in 
Fig» la« 
Fig. a, ispoctniGi of tim S-nothyl pr-otcms in zm presence 
of a stroiits rf« Ho ld lig c e n t e r ^ a t the pos i t ions 
SfKJwn b / tiio cori^sjKjndiag arrows in Fig. l a . 
J i g . 3 . Resiilts of tha selectiVQ doiible i r r a d i a t i o n 
Q%pQVlnents in 2,3«dimoth7lthiopiiene| (a ,b) and 
(c^d) show the loi%^  f i e ld par t of tm --Whydrog^a 
bacui for s e l ec t i ve docoupling of «^(GIio)3-4 ^^^ 
•^ CCil )3-4 3^^PQC^Av9ly« ^^^ correspoiKiing 
pos i t ions of tlio decoupling r f . f i e l d are 
indicated by arrot/s in Pig. l a . 
7f 
Fig. 4a» PIS spectnci a t 40 Mcps of 2,3»dia0thylfuran In 
a 2Qp carbontotmci i lor ide so lu t ion . ThQ motiiyi 
bands have ha^n roaorsiad with roducod gattu i'he 
siinifts are jivetii i^olative t o Tile as intoi t ia l 
re.t'srtoiioe, The arrows r e fe r t o tho double 
rasonfincQ Gsperiiaents shoiai in F ig .S . 
F i3 , 4b# *Jai PI4R spoctr^oa a t 00 Ikjps of tha samo iiample 
as in F1[S» 4a . 
Fit^. 5« xha raiiult;^ of the doublo resoruincQ oxpoiiBQlulia in 
2,3-diniothylfiiran| (a ,b) show the l-hydrogon band 
and Ca,d) the 5-hydrogQn band for aeloct ive 
d a c o ^ l i n g of ^(r;H^)5i«4 ^^^ "^'OFolS-S' respect ively . 
ThQ correepojnding pos i t ions of tho ifecoupling rf. 
f i e ld ui'a indicated by aritjws in Fig, 4a. 
Fig. tJa. PI^ * spoctroia a t 40 Wph of 3-iodo«2,5-dioethyifuran 
in u 42 ' c/clohexruio so lu t ion . The matl^l band and 
Ml© 4«-hydrogcti brr.d liave bean ro corded with 
ciif,c*i3reut ^a in . Tho s h i f t s are j ivon rolp.tJve to 
iMi; as in te r iml :**aferGiTic5e. i^ -ofue of t h e l i n e s have 
bsan iiiiniacrad for future rffuraaco and tao arrowci 
rafyr to the double rissonaiace siqjoriBents siiown 
iai r i g . 7 . 
Fitj. ub. PFifi spectrmi a t uO ::cps of the sar;ie sari^le as in 
i ' lg. 5a. 
7S 
Plg» 7« Kesttlts of ^njsi doablo i r r a d i a t i o n ©xpepiraents in 
3-iodo-i2,5«-diniOtliylfuran| (a,i)) sliow tlie motliyl 
barid aad Cc,d) sliow tlie 4-.hjrdrogsa baad in trie 
preaoiica of a seleciiivoly decoupling rf, f i e ld 
centQi^d a t She positiioas shown by the corr*36|K>ndljag 
ari^ows in Fig« 6a. 
F i j* 8 . PMii iipectnei a t 40 Mcps of l-an:iiiopyrl'';iidine in a 
25 por cont equooas so lu t ion , I'hG s h i f t s are given 
rol£.tlve to 2:':i:> as intoCTial rafarance . Th& 
^•iiydrotjen l i n e s are niiiberoi To:? rcifei'Qiice. aad tiie 
a r r c j s rcifor to tno double i r r i^diat ion ajfpeilaents 
ahowTi in P i - , y . 
FI3 . 9 , aoGulta of tho salect ivt j i r r a d i a t i o n eiiperinsnts in 
4-.a;iinopyilnidino. The ^-hydr-ogon spoatj^um i s sho\m 
in (a,!j) for i i^lectiva dscoupliag of J25 and in 
(i:,d) for selQctivQ decoupling of J2g* ^'^^ 
corracpondlng pos i t ions of the decoupling rf» f iold 
aro iiodicatad by arrows in F ig .S . 
Fig* 10, The ::.-hycirog!:3n !?e..ion of tlis V'M spectrum of 
4-.acetylauninopyritiidin© a t 40 I;cps, (a) shows the 
SiiHtile rascoance spsctrissj th3 l i n e s hava boen 
na.bei\>d for reforanee, (b^c) shovr ti^e ^-hydrogen 
bcuKi for decoupling of Joe by i r r a d i a t i n g in tlia 
5-hydrogen band. 
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Pig. U . PSR spestroa a t 40 ^ix:p^ of 4-.Geth3rlpyrii3idine in a 
iJ3 par cant cjralostjexaiiQ aolut ioi i . The d i r r^ ren t 
bands have i>aon ro-^orded \rf.tit d i f fa ron t lain and 
spoed, T!ie s h i f t s are slvon r a l c t i v e t c Tllw as 
lG.ternfi.1 roforenc©* The arrows r s f e r t c tiio 
c Oil t a r ing of the decoupling 2*f» f ie ld in tho doubia 
i rraaifct ion Gxporiiients srioim in F igs . 13 and 14. 
Fig . 12. och^ia t ic paoctra of tha riiatliyl Uand for tAe four 
diffai-unt sij^a aiteniatiNres upon i r r a d i a t i o n in tha 
four difiar&i'it 1 J 3 * 3 S 1 quar te t s of the S-h/di^gan 
baiid, Tho nurnbara of the i r r ad i a tod l i n e s rofer 
t o Fig. I I . 
F ig . IG. Tha iiathji si'oup i'>2Sioii in the ps-esence of a 
iecouplin^ rf . f i a l d , the center ing of -wiiich i s 
indicated hy tho corresponding arrows in Fig. H . 
FiiU I'^ i* "'"'^ J rriiithyl group logion for .ioloctivo d@co\ipliag of 
'V.HQ-^* ^^^ cori'Qsponding pos i t ions of the 
decoutsling rf . f i e ld are indicated by the arrows 
in ?1g. 1 1 . 
Fiij. 15 . Pliil fcpoctnin a t 4C iicps of a 19.5 par cent solut ion 
of S-jnothylpyrinidina in carbbnte t rac i i lor ide . Itis 
diffor:;rrc hjurcgon b?mds have boen rocorded td,th 
d i f fa ran t aa ia . The s h i f t s C.TQ givan n^Iat ive to 
Tliw aii intori ial roforoaca. Tixe arrows show tiio 
cea te r ings of the decoupling rf . f i a ld in the 
experimonts, shoia*n in Fig. 16. 
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I^g . Io« Esijultii of ttio soJ.3ctiva double i r r a d i a t i o n 
ej^perij:^'!^* in ii-siathylpyrir;idino« (a ,b) shcvr tli@ 
.mc'tii/I iipe-^tnir:- fc-r s a l s s t l v e dscoaplli-iti --f J^^^.^ 
arid Cb,c) l* w i^ arrie i-egioa for ^elaativ© dscoi^liiig 
*"'^ ' *'CHo--4 • '^ '"^ Gorre6poridi?3ti. posiulons cf the 
docc^ i i i i g rf . f ie ld are i M i c a t e d by arrovti ixi 
Fig. 15* 
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Ac pointed out in Clhuptor I I , section 4, l ina 
width variatioiis in a ^poctnin nay bo attr ibutod aithor 
to tl^ao-dopondGnt or to time-iadepandent interactions. 
I f tliQ life«tiiii3S of the different Isvols In a spectnra 
ai'O iiot a l l aqual oviing tc sosa specific timQ-depondont 
intorviction, tha natural l ine \ddths of the observed 
txYinsitions will in ganei-al not a l l be the samo* 2h© 
effects of s t a t i c intoract ions, on the other hand, nay 
be such as to prodiace an uiiresolved fine stracturo of 
cer tain levels and exponmentally th is structure vrilll 
appe/>r as l ine -i^idth variations among the observed 
traiiiiitions. 
In high resolution IJMR both types of l ine uidtii 
variations are well lmo\m» Thus chemical esshanges 
as well as specific relaication mechanisms (in particulal&J 
quadrupole relaxation) represent time-dependent l ine 
broadening interactions* Line broadening by t ine -
iMepenaonl; Interactions nay in pr inciple , be produced 
by a l l interactions tMt contribute to the level 
structure in the spectnm (chonical sh i f t s , spin 
1 
couplings and v i r tua l spin couplings) provided that 
the level separation caused by the interaction i s 
SA 
coaparabla in magnltiido to or smaller than the 
(real or apparent) line width of a non-degenerate line. 
The line width effect studied in the present 
work are all caused by unresolved - or partly resolved 
structure of the kind known as virtual spin coupling. 
It may ba anticipated ti^iat similar effects will bo 
more and nor© commonly observed as resolving power 
and reproducibility of experimental line shapes baccnne 
more and more perfected, 
2« ^aqaerimental 
A sample of K ihytthj^-a-pyrrolealdehyde was kindly 
supplied by Dr. fc>, Forsen in Stockholm, The 
2<-thi(bphenealdehyde sample was the same as that 
employed in earlier NMR studies of monosubstituted 
thiophenes. 
The samples were carefully degassed by bubbling 
argon gas through the liquid for 10-15 minutes before 
sealing the sample tubes. 
The single resonance spectra were recorded 
on both Varlan V-4300B (40 Mc/sec) and A60 (60 Mc/sec) 
spectrcmeters, but the double resonance spectra were 
studied only at 40 Mc/seo, using the V-4300B 
spectrometer. 
8-3 
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ThQ 40 Bfo/S0c proton resonance spectrum of H-«iQtyl-
A 
2-py3j>loaldehyde In dioxan© solution is Bho\m. in the upper 
part of Fig,l» The different parts of the sp©ctruo were 
recorded under diffaront conditions; they wre assigned 
as follows* (a> tho aldehyde* (X) multipleti (b) the 
conplex band of tho strongly coupled protons attached 
to tiie 5-position (A) and the 3»position(B), (o) the 
weakly coupled proton (M) in the 4»position and finally 
(d) the broadened methyl group resonance. 
As interesting feature of the spectrun depicted 
in Fig»l (and actually the one that provided the impetus 
for this part of work) is the variation in width of the 
four resolved lines in the band assigned to M, This 
lino width variation is* barely noticeable in Fig.lc, but 
appears unambiguously in the e^>anded slow sweep 
spoctruBa of Fig.le. It is seen that the two central 
lines in Fig.le are significantly broader than the t\«) 
outer lines, iiince it is dif<ficult to find a relaxation 
process that would selectively broaden the two central 
lines in the M-part spectrum, an e3q)lanation was sought 
in terms of unresolved structure (i.e a broadening 
caused by time-independent interactions). It was 
anticipated tlmt the chemical shift between the ring 
protons A and B night be small enough! to make the 
spin state of the aldehyde proton Xi which is spin 
?4 
T3 
X 
u 
o 
X 
o 
•5^ 
LL. 
CD 
g-5-
coupled with A (JA>C^1 cps), influenco tho fraqudncias 
of tho * mixed* transitions in tho M-nart spoctmm* 
To test this hypothesis a theoretical AiiliX 
spectrum was calculated with MR paraibeters as listed 
in the caption of Fig»2» The calculated H-part spectnea 
of the model spin systen is depicted in Fiij.Ea, It 
is seen that the 'mixed* transitions (Sard 6 or 7 and 8) 
in Fig.2a beccaae nondegenerate even though the spin 
coupling betwean M and X was assjumod to vanish. The 
combination transitions (3 and 4 or 9 and lO) are 
also split by the combined effect of J/^;^  and the 
near degeneracy of V. and V^ • It is seen, however, 
tiiat tiie aldehyde spin X, bas no influence on the 
»unnixed* ^i-t^ansition8 1,2,11 and 12, The splitting 
between lines 5 and 6 Cor 7 and 8) in Fig.2a corresponds 
to a virtual long-range coupling between M and X, 
Thus it is evident that virtual coupling can arise 
between two weakly coupled groups in a spin syst^a 
provided that both groups are coupled to at least one 
pair of strongly coupled spins. Inasmuch as the 
splitting corresponding to the virtual coupling only 
arises in some of the otherwise degenerate transitions 
(via, the »iaixed* transitions 5 and 6 or 7 and 8) 
whereas the*\ininixed* transitions remain degenerate, 
this type of splitting is more appropriately called 
a partial virtml coupling. 
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It is difficult to obtain aii Qxperimental 
verification of th© abc^a explanation for the greater 
width of the central lines in tlie spectrum of Flg.le 
owing to the poor resolution of th© line structure* 
A posiJiblQ corroboration by noans of double resonance 
was attempted^ Application of a stronglgi irradiation 
field to th© aldehyde resonance should result in a 
quantization of the aldehyde (X) spin along an axis 
rotating in the p3iand perpendicular to the polarising 
% field. This would effectlt^ly decouple th© 
aldehyde spin from the rest of the spin system - in 
particular the effect on the resonance of M would be 
a 'collapse' of the partial virtual long range 
coupling as indicated schematically in Fig«2b« A 
double irradiation ex5)eriment of this type was indeed 
performed* IIo^ 'Tiver, the resolution attainable in the 
double irradiation experiment was not good enough to 
bring the resulting line narrowing out very clearly 
and therefore, the experimental spectrum has not '^^n 
reproduced here. 
In order to obtain exparimental evidence for tl^ 
existence of partial virtual long range coupling it was 
considered desirable tc study the I^ R^ spectrum of a 
.nolecule with HFii parameters similar to those of 
IT-iaethyl'-S»pyrrolaaldehyde, It was found tliat pure 
M 
liquid 2-.thiophenealdQhydo van appropriate for that 
purpose* 
The 00 Mc/sec proton resoaanco spoctrim c? neat 
2-thiophenealdehyde containing trace amounts of 
tetraiiothylsilana (TWis) as internal standard i s 
d@pictod in Fig ,3 . The throo differont parts of tho 
spectriM wero rocordad undor identical conditions 
except for tho ovorall gain which was adjusted to 
raoHe full USQ of tho r9C0i*der paper. Fig. 3a shovjs 
tha appoai^nce of the X-aprt (aldehydo) spactmn, 
Fig.3b and A3-part due to the strongly coi^led 3-
and 5-hydrogens, aM fig*3c the M-part (4«hydrog0n) 
miiltiplet. The theoret ical spectrum included in 
Fig.3 was calculated by complete ntaaerical 
diagonalisation of the ADCX iiaailtonian matrix with the 
parameters ( in cps) given belowj 
i^ =^ ^6/-1J- i^Q, ~~ hit'io u^-^h^o,oo ^,^~s<f/,so 
Tha chemical/shifts aro given rolativo to bho Tilb internal 
standard. The syrabol M for hydrogen 4 should, 
s t r i c t l y speaking» have been replaced by C to s t ress 
tho fact that th is proton i s not real ly wealrly coupled 
to the other x'ing proton*. The signs of a i l couplings 
positive 
a3?Q talcen as/jftrnttvlsm even though the spectrun depends 
significantly only on tho sign of JyH/v^  re lat ive to that 
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of Jejv) arid on the sign of JAX relat ive to that of 
JiHC (cf. the discuasiou on rela t ive signs of couplings 
in A3iDC spectronby Hagesi^war Rao and Puchta 
2 
V8iil:atashwarlu )• Tho rt^aining rolativo signs are 
3-6 
known from oarl lor work • 
I t i s immediately seen that the M-part spoctmia 
in Fig,3c lacks the mirror image synimotry present in 
the scheiaatic spectriM of Fis.2a# The reasons for th is 
Sissaimilariliy are twofold. F i r s t ly , the magnitude 
of the JMX spin ©oupling i s not completely negligible 
with the Insolation attained in Fig,3 and tiocondly, the 
second oilier effects of the couplings JM and JBM 
result in l ine shif ts and intensi ty redis tr ibut ions. 
The f in i te value of J/ujx resu l t s in an unresolved 
sp l i t t ing of the outermost l ines in the H-part 
spectrum of Fig,3c and a l t e r s tha sp l i t t ings of the 
central l ines in an asymmetrical fashion (the sense 
of th i s asyriiirotry shows tliat J/^ j^  and J^^ liave the 
s 
sane sign,) The main resul t of t!ie second order 
effects of J^^and J^^ i s an intensi ty redistr ibution 
vfhereby the Imi f ield tl-lines increase in inteiiiiity 
a t the Q:cpense of the high field l inesj in addition 
these second order effects tend to shift tiie wiiolo 
Il-part spec trim towards higher f ie ld . 
?/ 
For furthor discussion of Fig.3 it is halpful to refar 
to tho energy lovol a M transition diagram In i^g,4 and 
the caption of that figure. It is soan in Fig,4 that 
love Is 1 and 8 ara the oiily ones of maunotic quantiaa 
numbar -8 and +2, rospactivoly. Consaquantly, those 
ievols ropresant »tinaixad» states in any ©pactrum 
(even in tho ABGD limit). As long as the 
»X-approximation* is woll fulfillad (and this is 
truo for ttiQ spectrum depicted in Fig.S) one may 
safely nOi^ ioct all aixina batisfeon states ruprasantod 
by conioi^ in difforont cubes. If in addition, tho 
off-diagonal eleaents priportional to tho spin 
couplings to nuclous M aay be nglected (and this is 
not porfoctly true in the L-pectruia of Fig.3) ono obtains 
no aixing betweon th© states ropretientod by comers 
3, 3* J 6 or 6» and ^M. any other spin st- tas. V/hen 
theso conditions hold tiie nuclei M and X are both 
woaI:ly coupled to the re;st of the apin system in the 
strict sense of this tominology. Tho transitions 
la, 113, Mil and H12 xjlll then all be uaaixed transitions 
and bjccano pairvjise de^ o:iQrate if the spin coupling 
JliX vanishes. When off-diagonal elements involving J»^ 
into 
or jQ,^ h^avG to be taI:on/±n:dsim account it is no longer 
necosj^arily true tiiat linei; 111, I»i2 and Mil, MI2 becona 
pairwise dagenerate even if J^^ stould vanish. 
n 
2 fM o 
• J 
f3 
Hot a l l of tiiG trouisitions indicated in Fig.4 
aro 02:pGriEi0ntally obtJQrved in the spootrum of Fig.3, 
The t\To combination linos M aiid M9 havo an intonaity 
loti:^ than 0 .1^ of the strongest l inos and disappear in 
tiie background. Tim four coabination t ransi t ions 
obsorved in tho X-part spoctrua (fig#3a) have, on the 
other hand , not bean indicatod in Fig.4 but thoir 
proper roprei^ontation i s described in the caption. 
The analysis of a goniiine MM. spectrum i s quite 
straightfori'/ard. (JGiioral prododu^as have been given for 
the analysis of snoctra fran. spin systcaas in which strong 
coupling obtains in only one pair of spin - t nuclei 
when tho problem nay be solvodin closed form since only 
2z2 jaatrices are involved | and exol ic i t fonaulao for the 
iliJIDC system have ho&a published • The spectnan of 
Pi5.3 i s s l ight ly mor-j coaplex ouing to the f in i te value 
of }y , but tills conplioation x& e ifect ively dealt vrf.th 
by inclusion of second order perturbation corirections 
10 
according to tcie foiaulae given by Keilly and iawalen 
( l iatod in Tables I and l i of aef . lO). In Table I the 
experiiaentally obsorved trciri;iition frequencies (adjusted 
tio as to give tho repeated spacings required hy the 
ievol diagram of l''i3.4) to^othar \rlth the theoretical 
spectra calculated by coaplota numerical diagonalisation 
of 
tbB ABGX iiamiltonian matrix ("ABCX, exact") as well 
frwMJtiwMi ! • ih» ABS^pmrt >f tJw 60 Ut/nmi* grot— r«»«»«ne« 
n 
ItiBV » } • 
feir' 
Bl 
B3 
Al 
43 
B2 
m 
A2 
M 
BS 
BS 
45 
AT 
m 
m 
Aft 
A8 
Ml 
M2 
113 
M4 
fr i 
nka«nr«d 
472.2«»*^ 
470 .98 
471.31 
470.OS*' 
472.06 
470.77 
470.41 
469.13 
468.36 
407.08 
466.62 
465.34 
468.SA 
467.02 
465.48 
464.20 
434.65 
434.55 
431 .64 
432.44®' 
MMit i«u f r e quvaeivs 
C>l«t lai«d 
ABMX 
2aA ardMT 
472.305 
471.027 
471.309 
470.032 
472.017 
470.738 
470.402 
469.124 
468.385 
467.108 
466.556 
465.279 
468.232 
466.953 
465.516 
464.237 
434.634 
434.530 
431.71 
432.36 
ABCC 
•x»et 
472.305 
471.028 
471.308 
470.031 
472.020 
470.742 
470.398 
469.120 
468.389 
467.113 
466.551 
465.274 
468.236 
466.958 
465.510 
464.232 
4 : H . 6 3 7 
434.532 
431.71H 
432.370 
R » i « t i v i«twMii1A«» 
CalaalniMl 
muK 
2mA «rd«r 
0 .008 
1.811 
I .757 
0 .005 
0 .294 
1.536 
1 .469 
0 .279 
0 .299 
1.917 
1.985 
0 .303 
0 .544 
1.619 
1.690 
0 .604 
1.257 
1.260 
0.1 on 
0.002 
XBCK 
9XM*t 
0.00S 
1.823 
1.750 
0.004 
0.354 
1.437 
1.398 
0.336 
0 .212 
1.982 
2.027 
0.224 
0.498 
1.692 
1.742 
0.517 
1.244 
1.248 
0.077 
0.002 
T«bl« %m («»atiw»d) 
US 
m 
Mr 
MB 
uo 
MIO 
Mil 
Ml 2 
430.75 
430.80 
429.62 
420.90 
427.98*' 
429.01 
426.00 
425.87 
430.716 
430.748 
429.643 
429.881 
428.03 
428.89 
425.962 
425.858 
430.721 
430.748 
429.644 
429.8H0 
428.022 
428.882 
425.964 
425.860 
0.«7 
1.004 
0.937 
0.871 
0.000 
0.087 
0.796 
0.777 
0.936 
1.014 
0.941 
0.884 
0.000 
0.067 
0.793 
0.790 
•) Trmsitimi i*e «eidc to b« •bs«rr*d. F:q>«riiMmtRl frcqu^i^ infcsrvd 
frM rai* of r«p«»t*d Kpattii^. 
9s 
% 
as by til© ABi'iX i'omula© including tjecond order 
per tur imt ioa tonas ("ABiQv, 2ad o r d o r " ) . A ccaaparison 
ot tiio two ca lcula ted iipoctra with one caloulatod by 
iioglect of Jh^ai id of tho cocond order offects of the 
It-
f i n i t e value of y^ roveals tha t a laajor pa r t (0,19 cps) 
of the experimentally observed s p l i t t i n g between the 
two M-linee centered at 429,7 cps originat^A in p a r t i a l 
vir txial long ran^e coupling between M and X. The 
ma^cr ef fec t of the r ea l coupling (JMX aO»10 cps) i s 
to increase t h i s s p l i t t i n g by an amount c lose to the 
value of J MX » whereas the s p l i t t i n g between the l i ne s 
a t 4 ^ « 8 cps caused by v i r t u a l coupling bisrtween M and X 
i s almost cancel led \i'^ the r ea l coupling. She effect 
of the secoM order per turba t ion t o r a s i s mainly a 
roduction of both these s p l i t t i n g s by C^i « H ^ cps . 
The ac tua l anal;-*sis wcs performed by successive 
appros lna t ious . iutarti-is values of i^ , J AX ^ y i J/^ M 
and Jg,v^ f uere ootiiined on inspect ion of the X par t and 
.1 par t spec t r a , rei;pectively«, Tho values uf i/ , v « 
aM J.„'.7oro obtained "^^j ana lys i s of the four AB type 
quar te t s i n Pi^j.Ob, Mo d i f f i c u l t y vms encountered in 
assi^^ning tiie A3 l i n e s between 46*1 cps and 46845 cps , 
but tho apperance of tiio a;o lo\^ i l o l d AB type quar te t s -
in p a r i i c u l a r y tlio i n t e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n - was a t f i r s t 
considered to be r a the r puszling* The cause of i b i s 
unusual appearance of tho AB-type subspectra i s to be 
found in tho second order e f fec t s of Jy^ ^ and J ^ ^ • 
V 
ThQ seoointi order por turbat ion dopresiJe^ levol 2 of 
Pig,4 s u f f i a i a a t l y to raaiie l i n e s Ai and B3 c ro s s . 
I n tiili. maxkiar tho B -ii - A - 4 sequence of t r a n s i t i o n s 
preva i l ing in taa ociier Ai3 typ© subspoctra i s broken 
and tiie lowe&t f i e ld A3 type quar te t has the l i n e 
saqaancQ (froa low to high f i e ld ) t Bl - Al • B3 - A3. 
Tho socond ordor e f fec t s are a l so responsible for the 
fact t h a t t h e s p l i t t i n g botweon l i n o s D3 and Al i s 
almost the same as tiiat between l i n e s A2 and B4 even 
tliouijh tha e f fec t ive r e l a t i v e cheraical s h i f t in tho 
lowest f i e ld AB type quar te t 0.15 cps i s fa r l e s s 
tlmn tliat of the B2 - B 4 - A2 - A4, AB-type quartet 
(1.35 c p s ) . I t i s evident froci Xable 2 tiiat tlio 
10 
per tu rba t ion expressions of i i j i l l y and i>walen pzBOC 
provide an excel lent approximation to tho spectrum. 
The t r a n s i t i o n frequencies calci i lated by t h e i r fomulae 
devia te "Qf l e s s tiian 0.01 cps frcm those obtained by 
a f u l l ABUX treatciBnt. 'Ihe r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s 
obtained in the per turba t ion analysis are not qui te 
as good, but reproduce the observed i n t e n s i t i e s vrell 
within exper inental e r r o r . 
I t was an t i c ipa ted tiiat the s p l i t t i n g s of the 
c e n t r a l l i nes in tiio il-paiii spectrum of c:i-thiophQne-
aldehyde uould bacome iari jar with a si^aller r e l a t i v e 
chea ica l ahiftil^-i/j,'! • To ve r i fy t h i s p red ic t ion a 
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spectrura wais racordad at 40#00 Iks/soc, This spectrum 
i s j^presented In ri3#5« I t i s se©ii that tiia spl i t t ings 
of tiiO two central l ines in th3 M-part spectjnia (Fig.Sc) 
liave indoad iacreased as comparad with those of Fi3«3c, 
i'iia tiiGoretical spoctra ixKrlMed in Pigs,5a-^c were 
calculated by a full .OJX treatmont using tiio same 
coupling constants as those derived frcxn the 60 Mc/sec 
spectrum and yl th the cri®Tdcal shif ts derived from 
tho GO Mc/s0c# spectrum reduced by a factor of 2/3 to 
account for the roducticn in spectitJiaetor frequency. 
Tho f i t bet^^an the calcu3.ctod and observed spectra i s 
very good, evan tlioujh tlie experimental spectrum i s 
sll^^htly distorted by s^aep non-lineari ty, A 
theoret ical 40 Ilc/soc spectmni was also calculated bfr 
use of Che iieilly-iswalen perturbation expressions. 
The t rans i t ion frequencies were s t i l l quite accurately 
given by the perturbation formulae, deviating by less 
tlian 0*03 cps from those of the ABCX calculation, but 
the relat ive in tens i t ies obtained by the perturbation 
foiTOulae are subject to errors as larco as 50^. 
? i j , 5 e.l»o di;iplays tlie "collapse" of the sp l i t t ings 
caaJi;od by v i r tua l (and real) lonii-ranje coupling between 
tao aldehyde oTiA 4»iiydros0n proton spins obtainable 
with strong rf» irradiation.^The M-part spectrum 
loo 
r©prodtixj0d in ^ . S b was racoiHied with simultanoo-os 
irradiation at high *f. power of the aldehyde 
nultiplet at ;^8 cps* It is seen that tiKj lines 
in the decoupled spectnen all have the same width aiid 
the li-'art spec trail in ^lg«6d has the appearance 
of a slightly perturbed X*pait spectrum of an ABX 
spin systeci# 
/ ^ / 
Fig. 1» P3K>to»i tf-iicn-iaa spsc t r j a a t -^ J^  Mc/sac of n-ssathyl-
<i-i3y?roli^alJ.ahyi@ i a dioxan© c o i u t l c a . (a) *ih© 
iil'3sh>''da To^onp.Qce, <b) th*s resonance of t h e strone.ly 
couplo4 3 - and -5- r ln^ pro tons , Cc) the assonance 
of th'3 waakly coupla-i proton in the 4-po£ition of 
the- pyirolo rLn;;, (d) the msthyi jjrcup roiionancQ, 
and (o) capa^idetJ. alou i-woop racording of tiie -l-
hrdrostii ii'POctnBi, Hota the s^'oatsr vridth of tho ttjD 
ceutrstl l i nos as conparod t o ti.a ou te r l i n e s in 
;;poctriiQ ( e ) , 
7i<|, 2« (a) ischaraatic h-par t spectrun of an Ail; X raodel tioin 
system cs lc iua tod uitl-i tliu follovitij; p^raoeterii$ 
A B 
hn = ^•^ JAM " ^-^ '^ an = ^-^ 
|.| a i^d - ci»o ai^aiaaod to 'OQ l a rge onoujji t o nako 
orf -dla io: ia l nc.trix ^lamaats Involving couplings to 
i'l ana X riQgligibl©, 
(D) l.ie «or-3 M-pa5"t iipectn^ia as in (a) Imt 
CclculutQci for a tr.ituation iu a i c h X i s decoupled 
fror: tlic reist of thQ spin syc t t^ t>y ciQaiis of a iitrong 
Irs^dmli'jn field. 
'if» 3» The proton r,j£»oriancQ spectruri r.t 60.00 !la/aec. of 
neat 2*.thiophenQaldohydo containinii t raca aaonntii of 
Tiiii as i n t o m a l r^sferenc©, (a) the X-part 
lol 
(aldolijdo proton) roiioaoncQ (b) tho AiJ-part 
( 3 - atid f:- h'/dro^on) iipootrum (c) the M»part 
(4-.hydrogQn) roaononco. Tho t h s o r o t i a a l spactrtm 
vas -;alruT.atod by c .fall A-JGX trsatt iQat using tJio 
parojuetars l i s t e d In the t o x t , T '^ t rf-nsi t ions of 
very lo¥ i n t e n s i t y ai's locatad by v e r t i c a l arro'^js 
in t i e t hco ro t i ca l s p o c t m i of ( b ) . 
J i g . 4» iinc.rgy levelji and t r a n s i t i o n s in an AJiJi spectruM. 
Ihcj dxLgi'ua aorrui^poMs to a spin system in wnich a l l 
spin cowpllni*s are of iha saao sign aiid subj ac t to 
t : i j ineq':»-alitiasj 
iho dia^i'^iui ciay ba v isus l iaod es a ccwbiiiation of 
two eu^ JGS t i l t e d so as to hav-3 tnroo ccriiers tnich as 
those 3.abollad li , 3 and 4 in a iior'izontal p lane. 
iiicli oulJo boloiigs to ona de f in i t e sp in s t a t a of 
nu3loi7S Aj eaci* cornor corresponds t o one or^rgy 
levQl and ©aoh cube edge corresponds t o an A, B or 
ecMTibination 
M t r a n s i t i o n . The Kfi»dJra±±KH t r a n s i t i o n s in the 
v'Wpart of th£i spoctriM are indicated by dasFied body 
diagoiials of tlio cubes. The X t r a n s i t i o n s a re 
rapi^scntod oy oblique l i nos jo in ing the twi cubes. 
For lack of space tho four ccaabination t r ims i t ions 
ill tiie X-part of the t^pectrua have been suppressed, 
( thay should bo ropi'osentod by l i n e s joining the 
follovjlns pa i r s of cornerss 2 and 4», 4 and 2» , 5 
and 7» , and 7 and 5») . 
I0 2> 
The AB»part of the A B M spoctruiri appear^i as a 
superposi t ion of four d i f ror^nt iid-tjrpe ( cijo-apin) 
sub-spec t ra . Jacii ono cf tiiQiJ9 Aii«typ© iiUb-ypGctra 
i s rejpreseiited by t;ho two A t r a i i ^ i t i oas a:id tha t^o 
B t rao i i i i ions triat (^ogethor span tne circumforoace 
of a vjub© surface , 
? ig , 5 , Tao proudi rcscimic^ spectrum a t 40.00 Mc/soc. of 
neat .^-^hiophanaaidehydo ooatalnlixc, ':.vn^Q a-jounts 
of il'iij as i n t e r n a l x'ofer"0-io9. (.*i} tiie X-part 
Sjoour-Ji;-, (b) the /l3-part spectrar. ( c^ %h& H-part 
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The Signs of the Methyl-Methyl Spin Couplings in 
2,3-Dimethylthiophene, 2,3-Dimethylfuran, 
and 3-Iodo-2,5-diniethyIfuran 
S o R E N R O D M A R , B I R G I T T A R 0 D M A R* a n d A S H F A Q A L I K H A N * * 
Institute of Physics, University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden 
S A L O G R O N O W I T Z a n d V I J A P A V U L A N S * * * 
Institute of Chemistry, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden 
Tho signs and magn i tudes of t h e me thy l -me thy l couplings in 2,3-
d imothyl th iophene , 2,3-dimethylfuran a n d 3-iodo-2,5-diinethylfuran 
have been de te rmined b y the selective decoupling technique . They 
were all found to bo of t he same sign as t h a t of t he r ing couplings. 
Tho signs and magn i tudes are discussed in t e rms of a- a n d n-
clectron cont r ibut ions t o t he spin couplings. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
nPhe signs of the methylcouplings in methylthiophenes and methylfurans 
-*- have been determined in three preceding papers ~^^  and have been discussed 
in terms of Ti-electron and or-electron contributions. I t was found that the 
coupling -/(CH,)2 (CH,)5 in 3-acetyl-2,5-dimeth}dthiophene is 0.55 cps, whereas 
the coupling JCHJ-S in 3-nitro-2-methylthiophene is only 0.15 cps. Since the 
former coupling can safely be assumed to be jr-electron transmitted,^'*'^ these 
results support the suggestion that there is a partial cancellation of a negative 
5T-electron contribution and a positive cr-electron contribution to the coupling 
</cH,-5 in 2-methjdthiophenes.^ The coupling /CHJ-S in 2-methylfuran is 
found to be —-0.40 cps,^ which is considerably larger than the JCH,-5 coupling in 
thiophenes. In order to account for this coupling in terms of a- and 7i-electron 
contributions we have, in fulfillment of an earlier suggestion,^ studied 3-iodo 
* Nee Mathiasson. 
** Physics Department, Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
*** Xoo Vilks. 
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2,5-dimethylfuran. To complete the study of methyl-methyl coiiplings in 
thiophenes and furans we have also studied 2,3-dimethylthiophene and 2,3-
dimethylfuran. 
In the present sign determinations the selective double irradiation method 
has been used, which is straightforward when applied to first order spectra 
and has been thoroughly discussed in preceding papers.^•^*' In the study of 
the compounds in this paper it has, however, not been quite trivial to perform 
and interpret the experiments due to the small couplings and the large number 
of linos and the fact that two of the compounds do not give first order spectra. 
Therefore we have thought it advisable to describe the sign investigations 
below in more detail than at first sight might seem necessary. 
2. E X P P : K I M K N T A L 
Tlie 2,3-dimethylthioplieiie was t he same as in an earlier investigation of d i subs t i tu ted 
th iophenes . ' 
8-Todo-2,5-dimethylfuran, b .p . 64.5 — 05^10 m m , was p repared th rongh iodinat ion 
of 2,5-dimethyl-3-fnrylmercuric chloride, ob ta ined th rongh mercura t ion of 2,5-dimethyl-
in ran with mercnr ic chloride, with iodine in potass ium iodide solution. '" 
2.3-Dimethylfuran, b .p . 92°/75() m m , was p repared in t he following way. Methyl 
2-furoate, b .p . 180—ISP/VOO m m . was ch loromethy la ted with para formaldehyde , zinc 
chloride and dichloroethanc to me thy l 5-(chloromethyl)-2-furoate, b .p . 136—138°/8 m m , 
wliich after t r e a t m e n t witli zinc and aet;tic acid gave m e t h y l o-mcthyl-2-furoato, b .p . 
92 —94''/10 m m t h a t was ch loromethyla ted t o m e t h y l 4-(chloromethyl)-5 methyl -2-
furoate, b .p . 108—1()9°/1 m m , which by t r e a t m e n t wi th zinc and acetic acid yielded 
me thy l 4,5-dimethyl-2-furoate, b .p . 78 —81°/1 m m , wliich was hydrolyzed to 4,5-dimethyl-
2-furoic acid, m . p . 153—155°, which finally iipon hea t decarboxyla t ion yielded 2,3-di-
m e t h y l f u r a n . " 
The spect ra a t 40 Mcps were obta ined using a Var ian Associates model V 4300 13 
spec t rometer opera t ing a t a radiofrecjuency of 40.000 Mcps. The spect ra were recorded 
by the use of phase sensit ive detect ion by opera t ing t he Var ian V 3521 in tegra tor in t he 
lower side b a n d mode . The single resonance .spectra were cal ibra ted using the s ideband 
technique . 
The single resonance spect ra shown a t 60 Mops 'were obta ined on a Var ian model 
A 60 spec t rometer . The recordings a t 60 Mcps were m a d e in order to m a k e an in terpre ta-
tion of t he single resonance spect ra easier. 
In the double resonance spect ra the rf. field H^ wi th frequency v^ was obta ined by 
frequency modula t ion of t he rf. t r ansmi t t e r . The frequency of t he measur ing field is 
denoted v^. The modula t ion frequency was produced by a Phil ips oscillator P P 6050. 
Tfie audio frequencies were measured with H e n l e t t - P a c k a r d fre<)ueney counters models 
524 D and 3734 A. 
3. R E S U L T S 
3.1. 2,3 - D i m e t h y 11 h i o p h e n e 
The single resonance spectrum at 40 and 60 Mcps of pure liquid 2,3-di-
mcthylthiopheiie is shown in Fig. 1 and appears as an ABR3X3 spectrum. 
The compound has been studied earlier." The fine structure caused by the 
cou])lings between the side-chain ])rotons and the ring protons could not be 
resolved at that time. By making use of the known magnitudes of the methyl 
couplings in thiojjhenes one may assign the low field part of the AB spectrum 
to the ring })rotoii in the 5 position "^'^^^ and the high field part to the ring 
Ada Chcm. Scand. 20 (1966) No. 9 
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.y 
H9(26S.5) H4(262.6) 
^y<Si •'lCH3)2 -4 
X ^ W t * " ^;CH3)3 
(CH-,13 (78.11 
(CHjlZ --ICH3)3 
§HII?]il^6 
3a 3b 3c 3d 
Fig. la. PMR spectrum at 40 Mcps of j)ure liquid 2.3-(iijnethylthioiiheii('. The metbyl 
bands and the ring proton band have been recorded with different gain. The shifts ai'e 
given relative to TMS as internal reference. The methylcouplings with the ring protons 
are primed to indicate that they denote splittings and not exactly coviplings. Some of the 
lines are mnnbered for future reference and the arrows refei- to th(> doubl(> irradiation 
experiments shown in Figs. 2 and ,'i. 
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H4 (CH3)2 (CH3)3 
Pig. lb. P M R spec t rum a t 60 Mcps of tho same sample as in F ig . l a . 
])roton in the 4 jiosition. Analogou.sly the low field methyl band is assigned 
to the 2-methyl gronp. 
As seen from the spectrum the methyl-couplings with the 4-hydrogen 
are of equal magnitude and the couplings of the ring protons with the 3-
methyl group are equal and half the size of the methyl-methyl coupling. 
The coupling J(CH,)2 5 is too small (< 0.2 cps) J^** to give observable splittings 
but large enough to broaden the 5-hydrogen and the 2-methyl spectrum. 
Since the methyl-methyl coupling /(CHJ)2-(CH.,)3 is only one tenth (even at 
40 M('])s) of the corresponding shift difference we can apply first order analysis 
and the coupling can be obtained from the corresponding splittings. The 
numerical values of the methyl-ring proton couplings are not equal to the 
corresponding sjjlittings, as the ring protons are rather strongly cou])led. 
Approximate corrections obtained from the expressions for the splittings in 
the ABX3Y3 case can be applied to convert the splittings into the coupling 
constants.*)'' 
The couplings obtained are (in cps): 
l-AsI = 5.30 |t''(CH3)2-{CH3)3! ^ 0-70 \J(C\l.,]i—b\ *- 0 .2 
•-'^(CII,)2-4| = |'/(CH3)3-4| = |i^(CIIs)3-5[ = 0 .40 
The value of the methyl-methyl coupling agrees well with that foiuid 
earlier in 4,5-disubstituted 2,3-dimethyI thiophenes.^^ 
Because of the strong coupling between A and B the splittings collapsed 
in the present double irradiation experiments do not correspond to couplings 
in the first order sense, but the nomenclature will be retained for simplicity. 
In order to confirm the above assignment a double resonance experiment 
was performed. We studied the assigned 3-methyl group while we were irradiat-
ing in the ring proton spectrum. The amjilitude was made large enough to 
* The corrections have been calculated at 60 Mcps. 
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Fig. 2. Spce tn im of the 3-mothyl p ro tons 
in the pr(\soiice of a s t rong rf. field H^ 
centered a t t he posit ions shown by t h e 
eorresjiontling arrows in Fig. l a . 
tlecou]tlo the 8-methyl couplings independent of the spin state of the other 
methyl group. The signs obtained for J{CH,]3^i and J[cn,)3-z are in agreement 
with known signs of these couplings,^^^ (.|_ Table 1. If the assignment had been 
wrong this should not have been the case. Some of the collapsed line patterns 
corresponding to the entries in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 2. 
To get the sign of the methyl-methyl coupling we made a selective irradia-
tion in the methyl bands while recording the low-field part of the 4-hydrogen 
band. The results of these experiments are collected in Table 2 and the col-
lapsed spectra are shown in Fig. 3. The experiments were in both cases 
restricted to the transitions belonging to + i spin states of the nonirradiated 
methyl group. In the interpretation we use the known signs of the ring |)roton-
/''/';/• •1. Results of the select ixc double ii 'radiatiou expci-imoids in 2..'J-diineth\-|thiop)iene; 
(a. I)) and (c, d) show the low field par t of the 4diydrogen band for seh^ctive d(>eonpling 
of •/(cn,)2-l and J(Cirj)3-». respectively. The corresponding positions of the decoupling 
rf. (iel<l ai'e indicated b \ ' arrows in Kig. l a . 
methyl couplings relative to that of the ring couplings. To calculate the ])re-
dicted frequency differences we have used the fact that the sign of ./(cii,,)2 r, 
is op])osite to that of the couplings J45 and -/(CHJS-S-^'^ 
Table 2 shows that the observed oi)timum de(ioupling frequencies and their 
differences are only consistent with the assumption that •/(en.ia-fCH.is carries 
the same sign as ./(CH,,)2 -4 and the op])osite sign to that of -/(CHjig- t- The experi-
mentally determined decou])iing frequencies for this sign alternative do not 
exactly agree with the predicted ones. A com])arison of the differences between 
the latter frequencies and the differences between the former ones, is, however, 
a better criterion for a sign determination ''d^ and gives unambiguously the 
sign of •/(cii:,)2'(cn:,!.'5- As the signs of J(CH,!2-4 and of -/(cn.is 4 are known 
relative to that of the ring couplings we can conclude that ./(cir,)2 (CH,)S 
carries the same sign as the ring couplings. 
Ada Chem. ScamL 20 (19661 No. 9 
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3.2. 2 , 3 - D i m e t h y l f u r a n 
The single resonance spectrum of a 20 % solution of 2,3-dimethylfuran in 
carbon tetrachloride at 40 and 60 Mcps is shown in Fig. 4, where the lines 
are numbered for future reference. I t is a first order AMR3X3 spectrum. Both 
spectra of the ring protons show the pattern of two partly overlapping septets, 
which means that for each ring proton the two methyl couplings are of the 
same size. The methyl bands consist of nine lines (fitting the intensity ratio 
l:2:4:6:6:6:4;2:l) which indicates that for each methyl group the couplings 
to the ring protons are equal and half the size of the coupling between the 
methyl groups. Thus all the methyl to ring proton couplings are equal. All 
•'(CHj)? - 5 - - j . - ^ ^ / 7 V • ' l C H 3 l 3 - i 
•'1CH3I2 -i 
A 123i 5S73 
•<, CH 
H412397) ' " 3 
•'lCH3)2 -ICHjJS 
•'lCH3)2 -5 
(CH,I2 184 01 ICH3I3 !74 31 
3 ^ ^ - ^ . J|CH3)2-1CH3)3 i - ^ Y - -
•JicHiis -i A A A A 
, M. 
: * i ; ' I i t 
Fig. 4a. I 'MR spect rum at 40 Mcps of 2,3-dimetliylfuran in a 20 "Q carboi i te t rachlor ide 
solution. Tlie motliyl bands liavc been recorded wi th reduced gain. The shifts are given 
relative to TMS as internal reference. The arrows refer to t he double resonance experi-
m e n t s shown in Fig. 5. 
H5 
J *^  
(CH3)2 (CH3)3 
Fig. th. PMR spec t rum at 60 Mcps of the same sample as in P'ig. 4a. 
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the couplings except J(CH,)2 (CH,)3 which has not previously been determined, 
agree with earlier results.•'';^*!^^ 
The couplings obtained are (in cps): 
|J'(CH,)2-4| = 0.40 |V(CII,)2^5| = 0.40 i^(CH,)3-4| = 0.40 
!^ (CH3)3-5i = 0.40 !J(CH3)2-(CH.)3l = 0.80 j J45 j := 1.80 
I t is obviously not jiossible to assign each one of the two ring proton 
bands to a definite ring proton on the basis of the magnitudes of the observed 
couplings alone, nor is it possible to use the magnitudes for a structural assign-
ment of the methyl group bands. By making use of empirical chemical shift 
correlations obtained from earlier studies of fureuis ^^'^'^ one may, however, 
assign the low field ring proton band to hydrogen 5 and the low field methyl 
group band to the 2-methyl group with some confidence. As will be shown 
beloAv this assignment is consistent with the observed signs of the couplings 
betAveen the side-chain protons and the ring protons in this compound and 
with the known signs of the corresponding couplings in 2-methylfuran and 
3-methylfuran. Finally it may be observed that the conclusion as to the sign 
of the ./(CH3)2-(CH,)3 spin coupling constant does not depend on the structural 
assignment, since the sign of J{CH,]2-{CH,)3 is determined with respect to a 
side-chain to ring proton coupling JCHJH, the sign of which is determined with 
respect to the ring coupling constant (cf. below). For convenience we shall 
however label the transitions in accordance with the assignments of Fig. 4. 
A double resonance experiment was performed in which the 3-methyl 
group was selectively irradiated for the spin states ^i; ^ of the 2-methyl group 
and of the 4-hydrogen, while the S-hj'drogen spectrum was observed. The 
experiment was restricted to the transitions belonging to the ± I spin states 
of the 2-methyl group, because it is difficult to determine the optimum decou-
pling frequencies for the weaker quarters Al , A4, A5, and A8 belonging to the 
4: 3/2 spin states of the 2-methyl groups (cf. Fig. 4). In this experiment we 
determined the sign of J(CH,)3-4 relative to that of the ring coupling J45 and 
Jicu,)2-(cu,}3 relative that of JICH,}2~5- The results are collected in Table 3 
and some of the decoupled spectra are shown in Fig. 5. From the table it is 
obvious that J(CH,)3-4 is of opposite sign to J45. This is in agreement with 
known signs of these coupling constants,^ I t is also found that the methyl-
methyl coupling is of opposite sign to that of ^(CH,)2-5- An analogous experi-
ment with the 2-methyl group and the 4-hydrogen was also performed. The 
I 
Pig. •')• The results of the double resonance experiments in 2,3-dimethylfuran; (a, b) show 
the 4-hydrogen band and (c, d) the 5-hydrogen band for selective decoupling of J(CHS)2-4 
and J(CHj)3-5, respectively. The corresponding positions of the decoupling rf. field are 
indicated by arrows in Fig. 4a. 
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data are collected in Table 4 and some of the collapsed line patterns are 
depicted in Fig. 5. From Table 4 it is further confirmed that the assignment 
is correct since •/(CHJ)2-5 was found to be of opposite sign to that of the ring 
cou])ling.3 Furthermore this result shows that J (cu,i2-iCH,)3 (which is of op])Osite 
sign to ./{tii,)2-5, c/. Table 3) is of the same sign as J^^. The table also shows 
that the methyl-methyl coupling carries the ojiposite sign to that of .7(cii,)3-4, 
which in its turn is ojiposite to that of the ring coti])ling. We have made the 
most ])robable assignment for the 4- and o-hydrogens, but it is obvious that 
the sign determination of the methyl-methyl coujiling is not dependent on the 
assignment. 
O.3. 3 - I o d o - 21) - d i m e t h y 1 f u r a n 
The single resonance spectrum of a 42 "„ solution of 3-iodo-2.r)-dimethy!-
furau in. cyclohe.xane at 40 and 60 Mcps is sliown in Fig. 6 and appears as an 
AX.5Y3 s]>cctrum. The methyl groups do not give a strictly iirst oi'der s])ectriun 
(shift diffei'cnce 0.05 ppm), but the cou])ling constants given are obtained 
fi'om a first order analysis since the cou])ling J cir,,i2 !ci!,).i i« only one fourth 
of the relative shift at 40 Mcps. I t has been shown earlier that -/(CH,).-I-4 is 
considerably larger than J^cu, 3.14.15 rp The high field methyl band shows 
the largest methyl coupling and is therefore assigned to the 5-methyl grou] 
The coupling constants obtained are (in cps): 
J (CH,,)2-i'CU,,i.j 0.55 l./.c CH,)2-4! 0.35 \J (C!I,,).T- 4 l .O, ' : 
3 (CH,)2 (CH,)5 
H(;i232,4) 
y.^  -'(CH3)5 -4 
(86 B> (84,81 
/ / > > , - ^ . -llCH3)2 -(CH3)5 
x / - N A , ^ , J t < - -'(CH3I2 -4 J(CH3)2 -4 \ . U A A ' ) M < ' X " " - ' I C H 3 ) 5 -4 
, I M I Ml I n. M . 
A 12345678 
I ! 
7a 7b 
l''i<i. (id. PMK spoetruni at 40 Mcps of 3-iodo-2..")-di!no( hylfuran in a 42 % eyclohoxaiie 
solution. The me thy l band and tho 4-hydrogen band have been roeoidod wi th different 
gain. Tho shifts are given relat ive to TMS as internal reference. Some of the lines have 
been numbered for future reference and the arrows refer to the double resonance experi-
m e n t s shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6h. P M R spec t rum at 60 Mcps of the same sample as in Kig. ba. 
Ill order to obtain the sign of •/iCH,)2 (cii,!5 we performed a double resonance 
experiment in which the 4-hydrogen was selectively decoupled for the spin 
states i i^ of the 5-methyl group while recording the 2-methyl band. The 
rcA'erse experiment was also done and the results of the two experiments are 
collected in Table 5. The corresponding figures are shown in Fig. 7. Irradiation 
of the 4-hydrogen Awhile studying the 5-methyl band is not feasible and the 
same is true for the reverse experiment since J(CH,)5-4 is not much larger than 
'/^ (cn,)2-4- Although the experimental optimum decoupling frequencies do not 
agree with those predicted for any sign alternative it is evident from a com-
])arison between the predicted and observed frequency changes z(r3,4 —zfrs.e 
and zlri_4—/))'5__8 that the results obtained are only consistent with the assump-
tion that J(CH3)2-(CH,)5 is of oj^posit* sign to Jicii,)b-i- Since the latter coujding 
has previously been shown to be of opposite sign to that of the ring coupling ^  
we conclude that the methyl-methyl coupling carries the same sign as the 
ring coupling. The rather big deviation of the experimental optimum decoupling 
frequencies from the predicted ones may partly be accounted for by second-
order effects ( = 0.2 cps) and an experimental uncertainty of approximately 
0.4 cps in the first experiment and of approximately 0.3 cps in the second one. 
The frequency changes Av^^i — AvB,^ and Av-i-i — Av^^.^ are, however, less sensi-
tive to second-order effects and to uncertainties in the chemical shift measure-
ments and therefore a comparison of these observed entities with predicted 
ones is a better criterion.^-^^ 
/•'(;/. 7. Restjltrt of t h e double i r radiat ion 
exper iments in 3-iodo-2.r)-dimethylfurau; 
(a, b) show the methy l l^and and (c. d) show 
tlie 4-hydrogen b a n d in t he presence of a 
selectively decoupling rf. field centered a t 
the posit ions shown by the corresponding 
arrows in Fig. 6a, 
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4. DISCUSSION 
The signs of the methyl-methyl couplings in two dimethylsubstituted 
furans and one disubstituted thiophene have been determined in this work. 
The signs of these couplings have in all cases been determined relative to 
those of ring proton-methyl couplings, the signs of which relative to tha t 
of the ring couplings were known. In all compounds studied here it is found 
that the methyl-methyl coupling carries the same sign as the ring couplings 
in thiophenes and furans (which are all positive '^^ '^ 22^ -pj^ g magnitude of 
</(CH,)2-(CH3)5 in 3-iodo-2,5-dimethylfuran is -f 0.55 cps, which is the same 
value as for the methyl-methyl coupling in 3-acetyl-2,5-dimethyl thiophene.^ 
If it is assumed that the methyl-methyl coupling is entirely jr-electron trans-
mitted 2,4,5,23,24 [^ follows that thc a:-electron contribution to the JCH,-5 coupling 
in 2-methyl furan is approximately — 0.55 cps. '^^ '^^ * Since the observed JCH,-5 
coupling in 2-methylfuran is —0.40 cps ^ it may be suggested that the cr-electron 
contribution to this coupling is about + 0.15 cps, which may be compared 
with the cr-electron contribution of -f- 0.40 cps to JCH,-5 in 3-nitro-2-methyl 
thiopene.^ The conclusion that the a-electron contribution to /(CH,)2-5 in 
thiophenes is larger than in furans is not entirely unreasonable since the ring 
coupling J25' which is dominated by a a-electron mechanism, is larger in 
thiophenes than in furans (3.2—3.7 and 1.40—1.65 cps, resp.).^'^"")!^ 
In 2,3-dimethylthiophene and 2,3-dimethylfuran the methyl-methyl cou-
plings were found to be -j- 0.70 and -|- 0.80 cps. Together with the above men-
tioned fact that the 2-methyl-5-methyl couplings in 3-acetyl-2,5-dimethj'l-
thiophene and 3-iodo-2,5-dimethylfuran are of the same size, this indicates 
that the jx-electron contributions to the proton-proton spin couplings in thio-
phenes and furans are of the same magnitude. Further support for this con-
clusion may be obtained from a study of the methyl-methyl couplings in 
2,4-dimethylthiophene, 2,4-dimethylfuran, a 2-substituted 3,4-dimethylthio-
phene and a 2-substituted 3,4-dimethylfuran. In 2,3-dimethylthiophene and 
2,3-dimethylftiran the methyl-methyl couplings are less than Jen, 3 (or Jcii,-2) 
in 2(or 3)-methylthiophenes and 2(or 3)-methylfurans. The CT-elcctron contribu-
tions (if any) to the couplings JCH,-3 and JCH,-2 will, however, according to 
the Dirac vector niode,^*'^^ carry a negative sign, i.e. the same as the yr-electron 
contribution. If the 7r-electron contribution to J(CH,)2-3 or J(CH3)3-2 in thiophenes 
and furans is approximately equal to minus the '/(CH,)2-{CH,)3 coupling, the 
cr-electron contribution can be estimated to be about —0.40 to —0.30 cps. 
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K H A N and SALO GRONOWITZ 
A B S T R A C T 
^rhe signs of tht^ ])roton jn'otoii spin e()ii|)lings ./,,- and J-ir, i^ ^ ]^yrimidines and of the methyl— 
jiroton spin couplings in 2- and 4-niethylpyrimi(lines have been det<>rmined r(>lative to that of the 
ortho ])r()ton-})roton spin coupUng in the ring by the selective decoiijjHng technique. Th(* signs 
fouTid were all the same as those of the eorresi>onding couplings in benzenes. 
1. Introduction 
The i<pin co\ipling constaiits in aromatic and heteroaroniatic compoimds are rela-
tively iadependent of substitution and are thus characteristic for the molecular 
fragments iti A\hich the coupling luiclei form a pai't | 1 , 2J. Many factors govern the 
magnitude of proton-pi'oton spin couplings for planar aromatic rings. For vicinal 
hydrogens the .T-bond order, tlie electronegativity of the heteroatom and the C-C-H 
bond angles have been shown to be of importance. Furthermore the a- and .-t-electron 
couti'ibutions to tlie coupling constants can be assumed to be influenced differently 
by these factor's | 3 |. 
Ill N-lieterocvelics. such as ])yridines and pyrimidines. the magnitudes of the 
proton-proton, coupling constants have been fouufl to differ significantly from those 
of benzenes. In pyrimidines the ortho coujtling constant J^^ is significantly smaller 
than in benzenes, the metn c'oupling across the nitrogen ./jg is very small and the para 
coupling Jo.i i'> ])yvimidine itself and -!:-substituted pyrimidines is somewhat larger 
tlian the p(tra coupling in substituted benzenes |4-9J. I t should therefore be of in-
terest to see wliethei- the signs of these couplings are all the same as in benzenes. 
h\ a previous papei' on the pi'oton magnetic resonance specti'a of pyrimidines |3J, 
the purn coupling . / j - was discussed in terms of (7-clectron and .-r-electron contribu-
tions. A know l(^dge oi the magnitudes and signs of the side-chain proton to I'ing 
proton cou])lings in the methylated pyrimidines greatly facilitates this division and 
Ave have therefore undertaken a sign deterniinatiou of such couplings in 2- and 4-
methylpyriniidines. 
2. Experimental 
The samples of 4-aminopyi'iniidine, 4-acetylaminop3'rimidine. 4-methylpyrimidine 
and 2-methvlpyrimidine were the same as those used in an earlier investigation of 
pyrimichnes |o | . 
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Tho spectra were obtained using a Varian Associates model V 4300 B spectrometer 
operating a t a I'adiofreqnency of 40.000 MHz and ^veve recoi'ded by use of phase 
sensitive detection by operating the Varian V" 3521 integrator in the lower side-band 
mode. The single I'esonanco spectra were calibrated using the side-band technique. 
In the double resonance spectra the second rf. field Hg with fi-ecpiencv- v.^, was 
obtained by freqiieircj' modulation of the rf. transmitter. The frequency of the niea-
KUi'ing rf. field H^ is denoted i'^ . The modulation frequency was produced by a 
.Philij)s oscillator P P 6050. The audio fretiuencies Avere measured with Hewlett-
^Packai'd frequency counters models 524 I) and 3734 A. 
In the double irradiation experiments the selective decoupling techni(iue was 
employed [10-12|. The amplitude of the irradiating field _H2 was initially set high 
enough to produce a nice collapse of oru^ j)ai'ticular splitting. The amplitude was then 
lowei'cd to mak(! the determinatioTr of the optimum decoupling frequency {i'-2r)'i) 
easier ))ut still high enough to give easily recognizable collapses. The experimental 
er-r'oi' in the optinnuu decoupling fi'e([uencies is at most ~ 0 . 4 Hz. in most eases less. 
3. Results 
3Iany of tlie coupling constant signs determined in the present work were obtained 
from oid\- pai-tly resolved spectra and therefore the experimental results are reported 
in some detail. 
3.1 d-Aminopyrimidine 
The single resonance S])ectrum of a 25 per cent aqueous soluticju of 4-amino])yi'i-
midine at 40 MHz is shown hi Fig. 1. The magnitudes of the coupling constants have 
been rejjorted eai-lier |5] and Jiave the values (in eps): 
IJ25I == 1.25, |J2,i| - 0 . 4 5 and \J.^^\ =6 .15 
The 2-hY(b-ogen band is broadened due to Tuu-esolved coupling witli the two nitro-
gen luudei in the ring combined with moderately rapid quadru])ole relaxation of 
the nitrogen nuclei |13, 5). The J25 and J^e, couplings are not resolvable in this band 
(cf. Pig. 1) but it is nonetheless possible to determine their signs in a selective double 
resonance exjierimcut, in which the 6- or 5-hydrogen is iiTadiated while the 2-hydT'o-
gen resomxTicc is observed. A decoupling of the Jgg-coupling b \ ' irradiation in the 
low field dou])let of the 5-hydrogen will lead to a collapse of the related doublet in 
the 2-hydrog(m band. i.e. A 1 and A3 if J.,,-, and J^^ aw of the same sign. In this case 
the collapsed pair A l , A3 is superimposed on the lino A2 (the frequency difference 
of 0.20 c])s Tiot being resolvable) and therefore the pattern will be a 3:1 ' 'doublet". 
If .726 and ./gg were of opposite signs one woukl obtain the mirroi'image pattern. These 
two yiatterns are distinguishable from each other and thus it is possible to detei'mine 
the sign, of ./gc- Analogously the sign of J^-, can be determined by irradiation, of one 
of the two doublets in the 6-hydrogen band while observing the collapse of either 
A 1 and A2 OT- A3 and A4. As it is not possible to resolve these two latter doublets in 
the singk' resonance spectrum it is only possible to obser\'e a sharj)ening of the low 
or high field doublet. The suggested exjteriments arc favourable in that the large 
coupling 1/56 gives I'ise to a lai'ge separation between the predicted frequency diffe-
rences for the two sign alternatives and the result obtained will therefore be unam-
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J 
V'\^. \. j*M K-spcctr'iini a t 4it ]\IHz of 4-tiinin(H)\'i'iini(lin(' in a 'Ih per cent amuM)uH so lu t ion . T h e 
shifts a re g iven re la t ive t o TMS as i n t e rna l i-eferenee. T h e 2-hy(h'Of;en lines a re n u m b e r e d for 
r(^ferene(! a n d t h e arri:)A\ s refer t o t h e LIOUIJIC i r r ad ia t ion e x p e r i m e n t s shown in V\)i. 2. 
bigous. This "will not be the case in the reverse experiments in vvhieh the decoupling 
irradiation is ajiplied in the 2-hydrogcn ])and with observation of the 4- and o-
hydrogeii resonances. 
The restdts of the double resonance experiments are collected in Table 1 and the 
cori-esponding fignres are shown in Fig. 2. Troni the tabic it is ol)vious that the 
couplings J25 and JJB carry tlie same sign as the orlho coupling Jg,,. 
t ' ig . '1. I t esu l t s of t h e selecti\"e i i-radiation ex jx ' r imen t s in 4 -a in ino [ ) \ r imid ine . T h e 2-liy(li-ogen 
s] )eet rum is shown in (ii. b) for .s(>leetive (leeoui)lin<j of ./.^ ^ and in {/'. r) for se lec t ive deeoupl inj j 
of J2f,' T h e eoi ' responding posi t ions of t h e decoup l ing rf. field a re ind ica ted by arr-ows in t ' ig. I. 
3.2. 4-Acetylaminopyrimidine 
Jn the ])resent investigation wc used a 9.7 per cent solution of 4-acetylaminopyri-
midine in diinethylsulfoxide. I t was not possible to achieve the same resolution as 
in an earlier' study of the same cotupoimd and therefore we refer to the single reso-
nance spectrum there \~-)\. The coupling constants were found to have the values 
(in Hz): 
The coupling J^e '^ ^ '^ '^ ^ resolvable but has been estimated to be about 0.3 Hz. 
Inspite of this a selective decoupling experiment cotdd give the sign of J.^ f, with 
respect to ./^g. In this decoupling experiment an irradiation field was applied to the 
5-h\'drogen resonance atid the ensuing asymmetry in the 2-hydi'ogen I'csonance was 
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NHCOCHj 
N 
Fig . 8. T h e 2-hy<li'og<'ii r(>giori of t h e I ' M K - s p e c t r u m of 4-aeetylani inopyi- i ini( l ine a t 40 M H z . 
(n) stiows t h e single r(!soiiane(^ Sjxsetruin; t h e h u e s ha\ '(! b(!eii lu imlx i red for I'eteri^iice. (6, c) show 
th(^ 2-hy(h'ogen b a n d for d e e o u p h n g of J^- b y i r r a d i a t i n g in thc^ 5-hy(h'open b a n d . 
Table 7. The results of the decoupling of Jjs *i^d JJBJ respeetively, in 4-aminopyri-
midine. 
]*re(liet(^(l fro(jntMiey difforeiiees, Ofjserved 
H z frecjucmey 
' ^ > differences , l l h i s t r a t e d 
X o t a t i o n •^zr,'••'i.e ' " '^ 26'<^,-)6" " H z in f igure 
Col lapse 
of l ines 
A 1, A 3 
Al ' , A 4 
A \. A-2 
A 3 . A 4 
1,:* 
'^.1 
Ar, 
Ar, -Ar, 
-68.9 
74.() 
./r,« > I) 
13.7 
4.!) 
- 75.0 
(i<S.4 
6.5 
14.9 
7.5 
7.4 
68.8 
74.!) 
6.1 
9.1 
1 3.9 
4.8 
•lb 
Table 2. The results of the decoupling of J^r, in 4-acetylainiuopyrirnidine. 
(\)]lai)se 
of l ines 
A 1. A 3 
A L ' , A 4 
Not; 
Ar, ;, 
- ^ ' ' 2 . 1 
Al', 3 
i t ion 
Ar2 , 
(Predicted i 
•h,-'h,: 
29.S 
35.3 
5.5 
Vei 
(1 
|uenc 
Hz 
„ 
'V differences, 
•hir-hir 
35.6 
29.5 
6.1 
; 0 
O b s e r v e 
fre({uen( 
(lifferenc( 
H z 
- 29.7 
35.3 
5.6 
d 
•V 
' S , l l l n s t r a t e d 
in figure 
3() 
3(; 
obsei'ved. The results of these experiments are depicted in Fig. 3 and tlie niunerieal 
data are listed in Table 2, 
I t was not ])ossil)lo to obtain the sign of Jge fi'oni the converse experiment in which 
the detxHipling irradition is applied to liydrogcn 2 and the effects obser\'ed in the 
band of hydrogen 5 because the optimiun decoupling frequencies for the two sign 
altei'natives coincide within the limits of experimental error. 
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Fig. 4. PirR-spcctrimi at 4(1 MHz of 4-incth\ Ipyrinudine in a 23 ])<'r ecut eyclohexane solution. 
The <liff(M"('iit bands ha\'e txH-n T'(_'t'Or(l(>fl with different gain and H|.)ee(l. The shifts are gi\'en rehi-
ti\'t^ to TMS as internal I'eferenee. The arrows r(^fer t^ ) the centering of the decoupling rf. field in 
the double irradiation experiments shown in Figs, (i and 7. 
3.3. d-Methylpyrimidinc 
The single resonance spectrum of a 23 per cent solution of 4-inethylpyrimidine in 
eyclohexane at 40 MHz is sliown in Fig. 4. The magnitudes of the coupling constants 
ha^e been determined or estimated previously [5] and the values given are (in Hz): 
1.45 /so I = 5.10 i Jc 
| JcH, , - . | ^^0 .2-0 .3 |,/cH»-r, 
I = 0.55 
0.2-0.3 I J.,-,, I ^0.0 
A double resonance experiment was performed in order to obtain the signs of the 
methyl couplings ./gH:, •> aiid /CH» K ^^ eomiiared to the ring coupling . / j , ; . The fine 
structm-e in the methyl band could not be ftdly resolved due, in part , to the small-
ness of the methyl proton-ring y)roton couplings and, in part , to a jjossible broadening 
caused by long-range coupling between the methyl group ])rotons and the niti'ogen 
in the 3-position of the ring modulated by (|uadi'upole relaxation cjf the niti'ogen. 
^'et it A\as possible to obtain the signs of J^ and Jp from expei'iments in 
^^•hich the effects of an irradiation field applied to the 5-hydrogeu band v\ei'e observed 
in tiie methyl grouj) band. The feasibility of this experiment is I'eadily demonsti'ated 
Mith refei'eiice t(j Fig. 5. The tuiperturbed methyl group resonance approximates 
closely tliat of 1:1:2:2:1 (piintet and tlie idealized collapsed patterns pi'edieted for 
the foui' ])OMsible sign alternati\ 'es and witli ii'i'adiation of the foin- different 1:3:3:1 
submultiplets in the 5-hydrogen band are indicated in Fig. 5. Evidently the different 
patterns in Fig. 5 should be distinguishable eveii with moderate resolution of the 
fine structtu'e. The results of these experiments arc reported in the upper part of 
Table 3 and the decoupled methyl group spectra arc depicted in Fig. (i. I t is evident 
fi'om Table 3 ttuit JCH^ K carries the same sign as ./^^ and that Jen, -^ ^^ o^ ^h'' same 
sign as .Z -^,. Since ./oj has been found to carry the same sign as -/jg (sections 3.1 and 
3.2) « e conclude that the couplings of the methyl group protons with their "'nieta'' 
T'ing hydi'ogens carry the same sign as ./jg. 
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I r rad ia ted lines J , . - 0 
J . - 0 
J.,1 • 0 
J, . - 0 
J , , • 0 
J,., . 0 
I I 
I I 
l-'ifi'. 5. Schi-iiuitic spec t r a of t h e m e t h y l hand for t h e four (hffcT'ent sii,'n altei'iiiitive.s upon irra-
(hat ion in t h e foui- ihfferent L: li: 3 : ] <|Uiu'tets of th(! S-hydrogeii h a n d . 'I'he n i in ihers of t h e i r ra-
(h'ated lijics refer U> F ig . 4. 
/I 
I \ 
l''ig. (i. 'I'iie niethy ! ui 'oup T'e^iion in t h e pr'ewetiee of a deeouj)hnn; rf. field, t h e c e n t e r i n g of whicl i 
is ind ica ted by t h e cor ' respon(hng aiTow.s in Fig. 4. 
The rcvei'so exjK'fiiuont involving irradiation of the methyl gronj) whilo studying 
the Tj-hydrogen. may also be pcfformed. Since tlu^ eoupliug constants ai'e much smaller 
in the methyl gronp the sey)arations between the optimum decoujjiing fro(|uencics 
for the different sign alternatives will be considerably smaller and tiie result will 
not be as clear as in the first experiment. The experimental error is however less 
in the lattei' experiment, depending on the smaller irradiation amplitude required. 
The restdts of tiiese latter experiments are listed in the lower part of Table 3 and 
confirm (though with larger micertainty) that JCK, B ^™^ "^ se ^^'•' "^ 'f the same sign. 
I t is not ])ossible to obtain an expei'imentally significant determination of the sign 
of /cH, ;i rtilative to tha t of t/gr, f''<)"i tin's latter experiment, but the best agreement 
betwet^n predicted and obsei'ved soj)arations is obtained wiien J^H,, ^ and Jjs faf 'y 
the same sign as Avas also foiuid above. Tiie inconclusivcness in tlie results of this ex-
periment shows that sometimes it is only one of the two possible experiments for a 
particular sign determination tha t can provide an nivambiguous assignment. 
In order to obtain the sign of J cm i< '^'^''-^- irradiated the two broad peaks in the 
6-hydrogen band while recording the methyl band. Duo to largo widths and lack of 
'd-2 
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Table 3. Tlu' rcsultis of tlio decoupling of JCH, r, in 4-metliylpyriinidine. 
CoUapsp 
of l ines 
X I , XT) 
. \ -2. X() 
.V3. X 7 
X 4 . X S 
C I -C4 
<;5-G8 
(,'!)-(; 12 
C13-C1() 
' 
• / 5 6 -
X o t a t i o u Jjr, • 
A.', :, 
A r , „ 
A > ' 3 : 
A < ' , , g 
A l ' i . r , - A l V „ 
A l ' i , : , A l ' a ; 
A l ' i :, A l ' i , 
A.', , 
Al's s 
A i ' s ,•> 
A l ' i : , ,6 
Ar, _r-Ai',-, H 
Ai'i , -Ar, , ,, 
Ar , 1 -Ai',3 ,„ 
• • ' c H i i; ' 
' • ' c H j - • 
1,SS.4 
1S7.2 
IS.S.C 
1S2.4 
1.-2 
4.S 
-1SS.4 
IS7.2 
lS3.(i 
- lS i ' . 4 
1.1' 
4.,S 
0.(1 
1 
0 
1) 
' r i M l i ( 
• ' , , • 
• / . . . , • 
• t e d f i - e ( | i 
• • ' c H j I'l 
' • ' c H s 2 ' 
lS7.(i 
1S,S.7 
IS2.2 
1S3.9 
1.7 
4.S 
3.1 
- 1SS.7 
lS7.il 
1S3.!I 
1S2.2 
1.7 
4.S 
(i.T) 
, i e n e _ \ ' ( 
• II 
: ( l 
••'56 
J., 
iift'ei-eueeH 
' " ' CH;, ( ) ' -
• • - ' o H j 2 > 
1S3.3 
1S2.1 
1SS.7 
187.5 
1.2 
- 0 . 4 
4.2 
- 188.7 
187.5 
183.3 
182.1 
1.2 
5.4 
. H 
0 
0 
z 
J , . • 
•l•li^ 
•^ CHa 0 • 
• • ' c H j 2 • 
181.!) 
1S3.() 
187.3 
180.(1 
1.7 
5.4 
7.1 
- 18!l.(l 
187.3 
183.() 
181.9 
- 1.7 
5.4 
7.1 
' 
; ( i 
: ( i 
Ol 
fre 
difl 
)serve(l 
( j u e T i c N ' 
' e renees . 
\\7. 
188.1 
187.2 
183.»> 
181.9 
l l . i ) 
4.5 
(i.2 
188.8 
187.4 
1S3.S 
lS2.(i 
- 1.4 
5.(1 
(i.2 
I l l u s t r a t e d 
111 h g u r e 
is a 
i\b 
()<• 
( i< / 
TdbJe 4. The i-esults of the decouphiig of ./gj,., ,-, \\\ 4:-met]iyl2n'rimidiiie. 
('olIa|)se 
et l ines Xeitat ion •/-.»' •' 
P r e d i c t e d fre(iueiicy differeiie(>B, Obse rved 
r i z freiiueiK'y 
differeiK-es. 
< 0 H'/. CH;, 0 ./ ,„•.7 c 
l l lu .s t ra ted 
ill f igure 
X I. X 3 : X 2 , . \ ' 4 A r , 3 244.5 
X 5 . X 7 ; X(i , . \ 8 Ar,,'- 239.9 
A r . ' j Ar,-, 7 J-'i 
239.4 
245.(1 
5.0 
239.-
244.1 'l> 
•^•v. 
F i g . 7. Tlio m e t h y l g r o u p region for se lec t ive decoup l ing of •!Q-^ -C- T h e eorresfioi idiog ]>ositions 
of t h e deeoui i l ing rf. fi(>l(l a r e indicat(Hl b y a r r o w s in F ig . 4. 
additional structure of the lines in the 6-liydrogen band it -was not possible to irra-
diate for a specific 2-hydrogen spin and therefore the only couplings compared arc 
Jcu, .-, and Jj, , . 
The result is shown in Table 4 and the collapsed pat terns are shown in Fig. 7. 
From the table it is obvious that JCH, 3 is of opposite sign to tha t of the ring coup-
ling J'ao-
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C H j 
H / ; , 6 (3430 l 
J^ 
. 1 1 . 
CH, (106 51 
A '-ftt: 
M U M 
C 1 2 i 6 8 
357 
/v 
l^'i^. S. J*M K-spcf ' tn i iu a t 40 ]\1Hz of n 19..5 |)(>i- c en t solutitjn of 2-iut'th\'I-])yriTni(liii<' in (rarboii 
tctrachltM'idi' . Tlxc (liff(.i'cnt h>'(lrogorL h a n d s hav i ' ))ccii I 'ccordcd w i t h tliffd'ciit ga in . T h e shif ts 
a r c friveii r e la t ive t o T M S as in t e rna l reforence. T h e a r r o w s shov.' th(^ eente^rings of t h e d e e o u p l i n g 
rf. field in t h e e x p e r i m e n t s , shown in Kig. 9. 
F'Vfi. 9. Resu l t s of the se leet ivc doul)le i r r ad ia t ion experini(>nts in 2-nie thyl j )yr i in idine . (a, b) 
show t h e nieth>'l s p e e t r i n n for sele('ti\ 'e deeoup l ing of . / ^ H -5 *^"*' (^ '> '-') ^^ '^' s a m e I'egion for seh^e-
t ive deeou[)liiig of , /pjj _4. Th(^ eorr(>sponding ])Ositions of th(! d(H'oupling rf. field a re ind ica ted 
l>^ - a r r o w s in Fig. 8. 
Table 5. Tho results of tlic decoupling of Jen, a and Jem 4> rw^p^'ctivelj^ in 2-metliyl-
pyriuiidine. 
f'olla.pS(! 
of l ines 
C I . (' 5 
( ' 4 , CS 
<• 1 ("4 
('r>-('.s 
N o t a t i o n 
Al', , 
Ar, „ 
A r , s - A r , g 
A r i . . i 
Ar, , 
Ac, ,, A)', 8 
Predie t in l frc((uencv 
H; 
• ^ , 5 ( 1 ' ^ C H , , 4 ' * * 
179.9 
170.7 
9.2 
L'3.S,() 
2:U.8 
4.:! 
r. 
J., 
Jf,.,-
(liffrroiK-es, 
• 
••J'CH, 4 < " 
170.1 
LSO.;") 
10.4 
2.S:!.7 
239.2 
- 5.5 
()l)S(-rvcd 
frequenf^y 
diffei'iuiees, 
Hz 
179.7 
170.5 
9.2 
283.ti 
239.0 
- 5.4 
Il lu 
in 
s t r a t c d 
figiu'e 
\)(i 
>)b 
9r 
9(/ 
3.4. 2-Methylpyrimidine, 
Tlie single resonance specti'uin of a 19.5 per cent solution of 2-nicthylpyritnidine 
in carbon tetrachloride at 40 MHz is siiown in Fig. 8. The analysis of this spectrum 
has been re])orted earlier (5] and the magnitudes of the coupling constants were 
found to liavc the yalues (in Hz): 
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I -^cHs-:. I = 0.55 I Jii I = I ./,-,,i I == 4.90 I ./cH,-i I = I Jcs,'(, I = 0.3 (estimated value) 
Tlie signs of the coupling.s Jcm-t 'iiid JCH, B, wliich are equal in sign and magnitude 
owing to the symmetry of the molecules have been determined by irradiating the 
low field and the high field quartets of the 5-hydrogen while studying the methyl 
band. This iri'adiatiou produces asymmetries in the methyl spectrum, different for 
different sign alternatives, and therefore it makes a sign deter-mination possible. A 
second double resonance ex]jeriment was performed by irradiation of the two broad 
peaks iu the 4- and 6-hydrogen bands ^hile I'ecording the methyl band. In this latter 
experiment the; sign of JCH, ;> "'^ *^ determined relative to that of Jju and J^-. 
The results are collected in Table 5 and the decoupled spectra are shown in Fig. 9. 
The table shows tha t JCHJ 4 ^^^'^^ Jcs-., B carry the same sign as the ring coujjlings 
J45 and J51; and also tha t JCHS .i i*^  of opposite sign to J^- and J55. 
Discussion 
In the present work the signs of proton-proton spin couplings in pyrimidines have 
l)een determined relati\-e to that of the ortho pi 'oton-proton ring coupling in pyri-
midines. The latter coupling is most likely of the same sign as the ortho coupling in 
benzenes [14]. Experimental evidence in favoiu' of this coupling being positive in 
absolute sign has been given by several authors [15-17J. The proton-proton spin 
coupling ./oj and J.j^ are foimd to be of the same sign as the ortho coupling J^^ and 
thus ])ositive as the corresponding couplings in benzenes. I t is interesting to note 
that the proton-proton spin couj^ling ,/„„ in pyridine recently has been found to he 
of negative sign. i.e. of opposite sign to .7,6 '"• pyi'imidine [181. Both couplings are 
very small and it is difficult to predict if the iiicta coupling across a nitrogen may pass 
zero and change sign due to the substituents in the ring. It is also hesitative whether 
the cou])lings fulfill the criterion of being associated with a particular moleculai- fi'ag-
nuMit |19 | and thus are worth discussing as the signs are concerned. 
In 2-methyl-pyrimidine the cou])lings of the Tuethyl group « i th the 4- and (i-hydro-
gen are positive wliile that with the 5-hydi'ogen is found to l)e negative. This is in 
agreement with the Dirac vector model [20-221. Due to the large mnnber of bonds 
between the methyl group and the 5-proton and the fact that the effects transmitted 
through the rr framework nornuilly decrease ver\' rapidly per bond 121-231 the 
coupling JcH:, r, is mainly .-7-eleetron-transmittefl. This coupling of -0.55 Hz pro-
vides an estimation of the .T-electron contribtition to the proton-jiroton ring coiqjling. 
beai-ing in mind that changing a pi-oton to a methyl grou]) only altei's the sign and 
not the magnitude (of the inter'pi'oton coupling across the intervening .T-electron 
system) |2I . 22. 24. 25J. The T-electi'on contribution to the pi 'oton-proton jMra 
coupling ./.^ 5 can thus be estimatcKl to l)e about 0.() Hz. As the coupling ./,- is found 
to be in the range ^ 1 . 2 -1.4 Hz the cr-electron contribution must l)e positive. 
The earlier suggestion that the ci- and rr-electron conti'ibutions arc of the same sign 
is thus confirmed. A similar discussion of the niefd coupling .7.,,. gives the result tha t 
the .T- and cr-electron contributions to this coupling arc of unlike signs, the rr-clectron 
contrilnition being negative in accordance Mith the Dirac vector model |20. 21] and 
the ff-electron contribution positive. 
In 4-methyl-pyrimidine the ortho coupling JCHJ ,•; is found to be negative and the 
meta coujjling /CH, « positive as expected. 
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Line Width Variations and Part ial Virtual Spin Couplings 
in NMR Spectra of the ABMX and Related Types 
A ^ H t AQ A L I I v H A X . " S «• R E N R O D >[ A R a ii .1 R A ( , X A R A. H O F F :\[ A X 
InstitiKe of I'hysici, I nin'rsity of L ppsala, L ppsala, Sncden 
An uiuisiial line wuUh variat ion lias bpen ol)sc'i-ved in tlie 4(1 Mc' 
sec pro ton resonance spec t rum of N-methyl-2-p\ ' r rolealdel iyde. The 
line width dilTereiices are a t t r i bu t ed to u n r e s o h e d s t ruc tu re caused 
by par t ia l \ i r t u a l coupling between tlie 4-hydrog('n and a ldehyde 
pro ton spins. I t is demons t ra t ed t h a t such s t ruc tu re m a y always arise 
in spin systems conta ining at least one pai r of s t rongly coupled nuclei 
and two or more groups of nuclei t ha t m a y be weakly spin coupled to 
t h a t pair . It is also demons t ra t ed t h a t par t ia l v i r tual couplings m a y 
be el iminated l)y double irradit ion (spin decoupling). The 40 Mc/sec 
and 60 i\Ie;s(X' proton resonance spectra of 2-thio[)henealdehyde are 
gi\"en as i l lust iat ious of these phenomena . 
I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Line width variations in a s])Cftrnm may be attributed either to time-dejieiident or to tioie-iadependent interactions. If the lifetimes of the 
different levels in a s])ectruni are not all equal owing to some specific time-
de])endent interaction, the natural line widths of the observed transitions will 
in general not all be the same. The effects of static interactions, on the other 
hand, may be such as to produce air unresolved fine structure of certain levels 
and exjierimentally this structure wiU apjiear as line width variations among 
the observed transitions. 
In high-resolution NMR both ty])es of line width variations are well known, 
'^rhus chemical exchange as well as s])ecific relaxation mechanisms (in ])articular 
quadru])ole r(>]axation) re))resent time-dejiendent line V)roadening interactions. 
Line broadening b\ ' time-independent interactions may in ])rinci])le be pro-
duced by all interactions that contribute to the level structure in the sjiectrum 
(chemical shifts, spin cou])liugs and virtual spin couplings ^) ])rovided that the 
level se])aration caused by the interaction is comparable in magnitude to or 
smaller than the (real or a])])arent) line \^"idth of a non-degenerate line. 
* Present address: Physics Department, Wuslini University, Aligarh, India, 
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The line width effocts studied iu tlie ])i'esent ])a|)er are all caused by unre-
solved — or ])ai't!y resolved — structure of the kind kncwii as virtual s])in 
cou])ling.^ I t may be anticijjated that similar effects will be more and more 
commonly o!)sei'\'ed as resolving ])o^ver and I'pju'oducibility of exjtcrimental 
li]ie shajies becoine moi'e and moi'e ])erfected. 
11. C K X K K A L 
The sim})lest s]nn systcnn ea])able of dis])laying the ])henomenon of virtual 
s])in cou]>ling is the three-s])in system ABX com])osed of two strongly coupleil 
s])in-2 nuclei, A and B, both of which ai'e weakly s])in cou])led to a third s])in-! 
nucleus, X. In this sjtin system, the X-])art sub-K])ectrum will dis])lay a quartet 
sti'uctui'e (combination lines excluded) e^en if one of the possible s])in couj)li]]gs 
involving nucleus X is vaui.shingly small: b- ./AX — ", «*i.V- If the s])ectrura is 
reasonably Hrst oi'der, one of the spiittiiigs in the X-]iart s])ectrum will be 
(•lose in magnitude to the nonvanishing s])in coupling (-/nx): and the other 
splitting will then be called a virtual eou])ling.^ Both the real and the virtual 
coupling will ])rodnce corres])onding s]jlittings in the AB-}iart of the spectrum. 
The ])henomenon of virtual spin cou])ling is only a very ])artic.idar manifes-
tation of the effects of strong coupling within a groii]) of s])ins on the multii)let 
stru(;ture in the s])eeti'um of a s])in that is weakly cou])led to that grouj). 'Phe 
sy)littings obsei'ved in the X-])art of an ABX s]H;ctrnm will rarely equal the 
s])in coiq)!ings that produce them, even though X by definition rejwesents a 
weakly cou])!ed s])i]). To see how this comes about it is heljjful to decompose 
the cora])lete ABX s])eetrum into sub-s])ectra.^-* The AB-])art of the s))ectrum 
is a su])ei'])osition of two in general different AB-type (two-s])in) sub-s])ectra 
with effective relative chemical shifts 
{VA^ — ''_,5")± = )'^ — rjj ± I (JAX — -/jix) (1) 
The degree of mixing in each one of the subspecti-a may be i-ejH'esented by 
dimensionless ]iarameters <p^. The juii'ameter (p may be regarded as an angle 
determined by its tangent function; the tangent of (2 cp) ecifuals the ratio l)e-
tween ./AH and the effective I'elative chemical shift. Each of the two AB-tyjie 
sub-s])ectra corres])onds to one definite s]»i]) state (a or fj) of nucleus X. I t is 
evident therefore, that the degree of mixing Ix^tween A and B s]iin states (the^ 
sti-ength of the ooujding in the AB sub-system) de])ends on the spin state of 
inu-leus X, unles.'i J AX eqmils J^.x-
If, h(jw(!ver, the equalitv 
•-'AX = •/jiX ( - ) 
holds, one obtains mixing between A and B s]>in states that is iiulrjx-tide til of 
the s])in state of X, 
In the very ])articular ease when eqn. (2) holds, the ABX s])ectrum will 
acquire sevei'al first-ordei' features; the two AB-ty])e snb-s])ectra in the AB-
part Avill become identical except for a mutual frequency dis])lacement of ./AX, 
the combination lines vanish for any strength of the A-B coupling, and the 
X-])art s])eetrum a])])ears as a 1;2;1 tri])let with a s])litting that equals ./AX-
likewise i-egardless of the degree of jnixing between A and B s])in states. 
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Ill a gen(>ral ABX s])erti'uin. in which cqn. (2) is not fiilfilkKL one obtains 
six allowed transitions in the X-]iai-t of tlie s])ectrnin, T-wo of these have unit 
intensity and i'e]iresent transitions between '-unmixed" states. The four 
remaining transitions (two of ^ •^hieh ai'e usually labelled as combination transi-
tions) do. however all involve a change in the state oi' the ,\B-spins as well as 
that of the X s])in. 'J'lie fact that an X-transition might entail a change in the 
state of the AB-S])ins is intuitiv(^ly obvious from the de]iendence of the degre(; 
of mixing between A and B s])in states on the spin state of X, and makes it 
understandable that tlie s])]ittings in the X-]iart niultijilet should not be 
simjiJy related to the si)in coiijilings between X and either one of the A or B 
s|iins. 
1'he inclusion of one additional weakly coupled grou]) in the s])in system 
results in a minor but interesting com]ilication. Tcj lie s]iecifi(', let us consider 
an AB^rX system. By use of the •'effective Lai'mor frecpiency" approach'' 
one may see that the AB-jiai't of the sjiectrum will be a su])er])osition of four 
in general different AB-tyjx; (two-sjiin) sub-sjiectra with effective relative 
chemical shifts given by 
()'A'= '•,;') == ''A - ''K =r i (-/AX - •/,«) ± I (-/AM - -/BM) (3) 
Tlie X-])art of the sjicctruui will a])])ear as a sujierposition of two in general 
different X-part sub-s])ectra of an ABX s]un system centered at Vx — -l-Ai.-^  
and at I'x — .\./MX. Similarly, one obtains tv^o M-])art sub-s])ectra centered 
^^  '.M i l-hix- 'flip a])])earaii('e of each ]\I-part sub-s])ectrum is determined 
by the spin cou]iliiig ])aranieters -/AM. -/BM- -/AB, and by the effective relative 
chemical shift between A and B according to eqn. (I). If one s])in coupling, 
./BM say. is vanishiugly small one might still obtain a virtual s])in coupling 
between 31 and B in each sub-s])ectrum.' The virtual cou])lings in the two 
subspectra would, however, usually be unequal because the extent to which 
the s])in state of ]\I influences the mixing between A and B depends also on 
the s])in statt; of nncleus X. 
'liie s])ectrum ol' //rn/.s-ci-otonaldehyde at 40 Mc/see. jmblished earlier,^ 
offers a clear illustration of such A^ariable virtual long-range cou])ling. In trauH-
crotonaldehvde (1) 
CH;, H 
C V 
H CHO 
(T) 
the (•oui)ling between the aldehyde ])rotoii (M) and the /j-ethylenic proton (B) 
is vanishiugly small. The spectrum of the ethylenic ]n'otons (A and B) and the 
aldehyde ])roton (S\) a])])ears as a su])erposition of four ABil sjiectra. each one 
i-orresponding to a i>aiticular value of the magnetii; quantum number (//*x) 
of the methyl groiqi (X.j). 'i'he magnitude of the virtual ./mi coupling was 
found to vary ^ betwec^n an uiiobservably small value when iii^ — - 3 / 2 . so 
that the effective relative chemical shift becomes equal to 
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to the easily resolved \-alue of'O.G c])s \\-hen m^ ----= —3/2, so that the effective 
relative cliemiea! shift bceomes equal to 
!''A — ''BI—ii;-^Ax — JBX,-'''-
;!. K X t ' K K l M E X T A L 
A samiilc of N-)iu'lli> l-2-pyiroleal(l(>liy(lr was kindly placed at our disposal l)y Dr. S. 
l<'ors<-ii in Stoekholiii . Tlic 2-tliioplien(>aid<>liyde sample was Hie same as (ha( cniiiloycd 
in carlior KMH studies of monosi ibs t i tu ted tliioplienos. 
'i'li(^ single resonance N'I\II-; spect ra were oljtainet! usinu a \ ' a r ian Associates model \" 
4:{IHl B Hi)(>ctro]neter opinali i ig a t 40.00 Mc/sec and a \ 'ar iai i model A (iO speclroirK-tei-
o]iei-ating at (iO.OO Mc/see. I 'he spectra, were calibratect using tfie modula t ion side-hand 
leclini(|ue. Audio fVe(|uer}cy mod\ilation was obtained by use of a i'hilijjs oscillator P P 
(iOr>0. and the fre(iu(<ncies were measured by use of a Hewle t t -Packard electronic counter 
model ;n34A. l^oubl(> resonance spectra were s tudied at 40 iVlc'sec only, using the \ ' 
4I!00 B spectrometer , " r^iic double resonance spectra weie recorded in the field .swi>ep mode 
l)y o|jei'at ing the Variaii V 3.521 A integratoi- in the lower s ide-band mode. The s t rong 
irradiation frer|uencv was generated by fre(|uenc\' modidat lon of tli(> rl. t ra.nsa\itter usinsi 
the PP (i(»r.O audio oscillator. 
The sa.mples were carefully d(>gas.sed by bubbling argon gas th rough the li(|uid for 
10 - lo ruin Ix'fore sealing the sample tulx's . 
4. Kt:SUiyi\S A N D D l S C r S S I O N 
'i'he 40 Me/sec jiroton resonaiiee speotrutn of X-methyl-2-pyrrolealdehyde 
ill dioxaue sohitioii is shown in the u])j)ei' part of Fig. 1. The differeitt ])arts of 
the Kjjeetruin vvei'e feeorded under different eonditious: they are assigned as 
follows: (a) the aldehych' (X) multi])let, (b) the eom])lex l)and of the strongly 
eou]iled ]irotons attached to the 5-])Osition (A) and the 3-i)osition (B). (c) the 
weakly eou])led proton (M) in the 4-iK)sition and finally (d) the broadened 
methyl grouj) i'esonan<-e. 
An interesting featiue of the s])eetruin de])icted in Fig. 1 (and actually 
the one that ])rovided the iiiipetus for the ])resent ]»aper) is the variation in 
width of the four resolved lines in the band assigned to ]\I. This line Avidtli 
variation is barely noticeable in Fig. le, but a]t]:iears unambiguously in the 
ex])anded slow sweej) S])ectrum of Fig. le. I t is seen that the two central lines 
in Fig, le are sigiuficantly broader than the two outer lines. Since it is difficult 
to find a relaxation jirocess that would selectively broaden the two central 
lines in the M-])art S])eetrum. an explanation was sought in terms of uin-esolved 
strticture {i.p. a broadenitig caused by time-inde])endent interaetiotis). I t uas 
antiei])ated that the chemical shift between the ring protons A and B might 
be small enough to make the s])in state of the aldehyde ])roton X, whieii is 
si)in coupled with A (./AX ~ 1 ('lis), influence the frequencies of the -'mixed"' 
transitions in the M-y)art s])e(-trum. 
To test tliis hy]iothesis a theoretical ABMX spectrum was calculated with 
NMH ])arameters as listed in the caption of Fig. 2. 'I'he calculated M-])art 
* Actually it is impossible to state witli certainty which of the effective .A —B choniical shift.s 
that belongs to a particular sign of mx' si'ico this would re(|uire a knowledge of the absolute 
signs of the spin couplings. The signs gi\'en in the text were ehos<Mi for (.letiuiteness. 
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b) 
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d) 
® 
A) 
I 
JcHO 0
/•'(/. 7. I'lotoii icsonaiici ' spcc lnnn at 4(lMr sre ol']S-niotliyl-2-])yi rolealdchyde iji d ioxanc 
-dhit ion. (a) The aldcliyde r(>soi)aiiff>. (b) the lesoiiaiice of tlu' s t iongly eoiiplofl 3- and o-
luijj; ])iotoiis. ((•) the josonanco of fhc weakly coupled proton in the 4-position of the 
])yirolc r ing, (d) the me thy l group resonance, and (e) an expanded slow sweep recording 
of ' the 4-hydrogen spectrnjii . Xote t he grea.tei' width of t he two central lines as compared 
to the onter lines in spectrnjn (e). 
s])('ctjiim of tlie model s])in system is depicted in Fig. 2a. I t is seen that the 
••nii.xed" ti'ansitions (5 and (i of 7 and 8) in Fig. 2a become iiondegenerate even 
though the K])in con])ling between M and X \^'as assnmed to vaiiisli. The 
comljination transitions (3 and 4 oi' 9 aiid 10) ai'e also s])lit by the eombined 
effect of ./AX and the near degeneracy of r^ and r^ ,. It is seen, however, that 
the aldehyde sjnn X. has no infiuenee on the "unmixed"' M-transitions ],2,11, 
and 12. 'I'he s])litting between lines 5 and (i (or 7 and 8) in Fig. 2a corres])onds 
12 11,12 
Fiij. ','. (a) Sclieniatie M-part spect runi of 
an ABM.X mode] spin sys tem calcnlat(>d 
» ith the following parajneters : 
./,. 1-4. • / . „ ! 
0. . / . 1. 
3.4 
I'M and r^; ai<> assutncd to be large enough 
to m a k e oi'f-diagonal ma t r ix elements 
involving coujjlings to M and X negligible. 
fb) T h e same M-])art s])ectrum as in (a) 
b\U calculated foi' a s i tuat ion in which X 
is decoupled from the re>( ol' t he spin 
>\stem bv m e a n s of a s t rong iriadiation 
field. 
single 
resonance 
double 
resonance 
(X decoupled). 
' 6 7" 
5 10 
a) 
5.6 7,8 ".12 
J / 9.W 
_ t I I L _ 
bJ 
ABMX 
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to a virtual kjiig-raiige coiqjlJng between M and X. Thus it is e\i(lent tJiat 
\ irtnal eonjiling ean ai'ise l)et\\'een two weakly eou])led grou])s in a sjiin system 
]ii'0vi(led tliat both gron])s ai'e eoiL])led to at least one ])air of strongly eou])le(l 
spins. Inasnnich as the s])litting cori-es])onding to the virtnal eon])ling only 
ai'ises in some ot th(> otherwise degenerate transitions (viz. the '•mixed'" transi-
tions ,5 ajid (i oi' 7 and 8) whei-eas the "unmixed" transitiojis remain degenerate, 
this ty|)(> of s])litting is more a])pro])riately called a ])artial \-irtual coupling. 
I t is difficnlt to obtain an e.xpeiimental \-eritieation of the a!)ove explana-
tion for the greater width of the central lines in tlie spectriun of Fig. le owing 
to the ])0oi- resolution of the line striu-tnre. A possifi)le corroboration by means 
of donble I'esonance was attempted. Ai)]ilication of a strong irradiation field 
to the aldehyde resonance shoidd result in a cimintitation of the aldehyde (X) 
s])in along an axis rotating in the ])lane ])erpendicidar to the ])olarizing //,, 
field. This would effectively de(-ou])le the aldehyde s])in from the rest of the 
s])in system — in ])articnhxr the effect on the resonance of ]\I would be a 
'•cf)llaj)st>" of the ])artial \'irtual long-range coupling as indicated schematically 
in Fig. 2b. A doidjie irradiation cxi)erijiK'nt of this i:y]>e was indeed performed. 
Hf)we\T'r. the resolution attainable in the double irradiation ex])eriment was 
not good (.'uough to bring the I'esulting line narrowing out \ e iy clearly and 
therefoi'e the ex]ierimental spectrum has not been reprrxluced in the pi'csent 
])a])ei'. 
In order to oljtain ex])erimental evidence foi' the existence of partial vii-fiuU 
long-range couiiling it was considered desii-able to study the NMR spectrum 
of a molecule with NMR ])arameters similar to those of X'-methvl-2-])yrroleal-
dehyde. It was foimd that ]nn'e liqiud 2-thio])henealdehyde was a])pro])riate 
for that piu'pose. 
^B-
"S (X; HI 
J J W 1^^. ^ 1 | K ^ iLf h^\fii^ 
^._LJL.1!I L ^ . . ... II I ! i . i 
6000 5950 4750 i700 i650 cps i350 430.0 4250 
a. b c: 
I'ijj. •). 'J'lic proton it'soiiaiiec spec t tu in at 00.UO INIc/sce of iioat 2-tliioplu'iical(i('li>'(i'> 
conta ining ti'ucc a m o u n t s ot'I'MtS as internal rcf'cienee. (a) tlie X-par t (aldcliydc jirotoni 
ix'sonanec, (li) the AB-par t (3- and 5- hydrogen) speetri ini . (c) the M-part (4-hydrogen( 
j 'esonance. Tlie Iheoretienl spectrnrn wa.s calcniat(>d b \ ' a bill ABC'X t r ea tmen t using the 
]>aranieters hstcd in the t ex t . Two t rans i t ions of \ e i y low intensi ty are located l.>y \"ertiea! 
a r ro \ \ s in tlu" theoretical s[>ectrum of (hj. 
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Tho (id Mc/scc ]ii(it(i!i resonance s])ectruni of neat I'-thiopheiiealdeliyde 
contaiiiinp- tra(-e aniounts of tetraniethylsilane {1'\IS) as internal standard is 
depicted in Fig. :5. Tiie three difiei'ent jiarts of the s])eetrum uei'e j'ecorded 
under identi(-al conditions except for the over all gain which was adjusted to 
make lull use of the I'ecoider ])a]ier. Fig. 3a shows the ai)])earauee of the X-
pavt (aldehyde) s]>ectrvun. Fig. 31) the AB-part due to the strongly coupled 
3- and ."idiydrogens. and Fig. 3c tlie .M-])art (4-liydrogen) nuiltijilet. The 
theoretical spectrum included in Fig. 3 was c'alculated hy comj)lete numerical 
diagonalizatiou of tlie ABC'X Hamiltonian mati'i.x with the ])arameters (in 
e]is) given below : 
i:u>.r,ti j'x .")97.."")(! 
;!.s.". ./AX 1 - " 
I'A 
/ . M ; -
. / | ;x -
40 7.9.--
i.L'.-. 
0.00 
' l ' 
• / A . M 
•/.MX 
4(i i l . l ' i l 
4.S.-) 
n.ie 
I'M 
•ly. 
'I'he chemical .sluits are given relative to the 'IWLS internal standard. The symbol 
M for hydrogen 4 should — strictly speaking - have been replaced by C to 
sti'ess the fact tliat this ])i'oton is not really weakly eou]iled to the other ring 
]irotons. Tlie signs of all cou])lings are taken as jiositive even thoTigh the 
A^K'CtVUWl d«iyt.v\d* ^ignitieantly only on the sign of ./.AM relative to that of 
./,,„ iM-nX on the sign of ./.AX relative to that of ./.^x (''/• the discussion on relative 
sigus of couplings in ABMX si)ectra by X'ageswara Kao and Puchta ^'enkates-
wiuhi "). The remaiinng I'elative signs are known from earlier work.'"^*' 
It is immediatelx' seen that the Jl-part s))ectrum in Fig. 3e lacks the 
mirroi' image symmetr\' pi'esent in the schematic s]ieetrum of Fig. 2a. The 
reasons for this dissimilarity are tAvofold. Firstly, the magnitude of the -/.MX 
s]iin coupling is not com])l(^tely negligible Avith the resolution attained in Fig. 
.•{ and secondly, the second order effects of the cou])lings ./.AM and ./BM result 
in line shifts and intensity redistributions. The finite value of ./MX results in 
an unresolved s]ilitting of the two outermost lines in the M-])art spectrinn of 
Fig. .'Sc and alters the s])littings of the central lines in an asymmetrical fashion 
(the sense of this asymmetry show.s that ./.A.X and J.MX have the same sign). 
The main result of the second order effects of ./AM and ./BM is an intensity 
redistrilndion \\ hereby the low field M-lines increase in intensity at the ex])ense 
of the high field lines: in addition these second order effects tend to shift the 
whole 31-])art si)ectrum towards higher field. 
Foi' the further discussion of Fig. 3 it is hel])ful to refer to the energy level 
and transition diagram in Fig. 4. and the ca])tion of that figure. It is seen in 
Fig. 4 that levels f and S' are the only ones of magnetic quantum number 
•2 and — 2, j'es]iectively. Consequently, thesie levels represent "unmixed" 
states in any .spectrum (even in the ABCD limit). As long as the "X-ajjproxi-
mation" is well fulfilled (and this is true for the S]>ectrum dejjicted in Fig. 3) 
one may safel\' neglect all nuxing between states represented b\- corners in 
different cubes. If. in addition, the off-diagonal elements ]iroportional to the 
spin cou]ilings to mu-leus i l may be neglected (and this is not ]ierfectly true 
in the s])ectrum of Fig. 3) one obtains no mixing between the states represented 
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Fiij. 4. I'liK^i'gy l(>V(>ls and tiaiihifions in an ABMX spec t rnni . Tlie diagram eoiTcspojK/s 
to a, .sjjin syrtii^ni in wliieh all spin conplings a.ic ol' the same sign and subject t o t in; \in -
ijualities: -/nx- --/.MX '^AX -^AB -^BM J.\y\- ^i'ho d iag iam m a y be visnalizcil 
as a combina t ion of two etibos tilted so as to have three eofneis snch as those labelled 2, 
'.). and 4 in a horizontal plan( \ Each cube belongs to one definite sjjin s t a t e of nucleus X; 
each corner corres])onds to one encM-gy level and each cube edge corresponds to an A, B, 
or M t rans i t ion. Tlie comloination t rans i t ions in the M-pai t of th(> sp(-ctriun are indicated 
by dashed body diagonals of t he eul^es. The X t rans i t ions are ie))r(\sented by obli(|ne 
lines joining the two cubes. For lack of space t he four combinat ion t rans i t ions in the X-
part of t he sp(H'trum have been suppressed, (they shotild Ije represented by lines joiniiiL: 
the following pairs of corn(>rs: 2 and 4 ' . 4 a)id 2 ' . o and 7', and 7 and 5 ) . 
'I"he AB-par t of the ABMX sp<>ctrum appears as a supeiposi t ion of four different A B -
type (two-s])in) sub-spectra . Kach one of th(>s(^ AB- t ype sub-s]jeetra is represented by 
the two A t rans i t ions and tlie two B trairsitions tha,t together span the circumferenc(i of 
a cub(> smface. 
by corjiei's 8, 3', (i. or (i' and any other s]»i]i states. A\'hoii these conditions hold 
tiie nuclei ^f and X are both weakly cou])Ied to the rest ot the spin system in 
the strict sense of this terminology. The transitions ]\I1, M2, M i l , and ^\\2 
will then all 1)e ••unmixed" transitions and become ])airwise degenerate if the 
s])in cou])ling ./^x vanishes. When off-diagonal elem(>nts involving ./AM or 
./BM have to l)e takcMi into account it is no longer necessarily true that lines 
]\n, 312, and M i l , ]\I12 become ])airwise degenerate even if ./.MX should vanish. 
]S!ot all of the transitions indicated in Fig. 4 are ex])erimentally observed 
iit the s])ectrum of Fig. .'?. The two combination lines M4 and M9 have aji 
int(^nsity less than 0.1 °„ of the strongest lines and disa])])ear in the background. 
'I'hc four combination transitions observed in the X-])art s])ectruni (Fig. 8a) 
have on the other hand not been indicated in Fig. 4, but their ])ro])er rejiresenta-
tion is des(a'il)ed in the <;a])tioti. 
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The analysis of a genuine ABMX s]»ectrnm is quite straightfoi'^'ard. 
(Jenerai ]U'0('edin'es have been given for the analysis of spectra from spin 
systems in wliieh strong cou]iling obtains in only one pair of sjjin-l nuclei ^Ji.is 
when the pi'oblom may be solved in closed form since only 2 x 2 matrices are 
involved, and explicit formulae for the ABMX system have been published.'•J^'' 
'{'he s]wctrum of Fig. 3 is slightly more complex owing to the finite value of, Vj, 
but this com])lication is effectively dealt with Ijy inclusion of second order 
Tiihli' 1. 'I'laiisitioiis ill tilt' , \BM-par t oC the (iO Mc/sce ]3ioton vcsoiiaiice spec tn im of 
neat 2-tliio])hon('al<l<0iyflo. 
L i n o X o . 
{assit ; i ied 
a.s in 
Kia. 4) 
B l 
R;! 
A l 
A.-i 
H2 
M 
A-2 
A 4 
H.-| 
H7 
A 5 
A 7 
Bl) 
H 8 
AC. 
As 
: \ i i 
y\-i 
.M:! 
.•\I4 
.AI.-) 
Mti 
A] 7 
A]S 
M 9 
M R I 
: \ i ] i 
M}2 
• ] ' l 
()l,MTVC.l 
472.L'(i" 
47u . ' J8 
47] , .SI 
470.(13" 
472.0.1 
47i».77 
470 .41 
4ni ) .Ri 
4tiS.;5ii 
4 i )7 .0S 
4i>(i.()2 
4(i.-).:U 
4()S.;i() 
4()7.02 
41).").4S 
41)4.20 
4;i4.ii.5 
4H4..-)."i 
4 : J I . ( ) 4 
4:!2.44" 
430.7.-) 
430.M) 
429. I i2 
4 2 9 . 9 0 
427 .9S ' ' 
4 29 .01 
42(i.OO 
42.-).87 
a n s i t i o n lV('(|iiem 
C a l c u 
A B M X 
2ii(l o r d e r 
4 7 2 . 3 0 5 
4 7 1 . 0 2 7 
4 7 1 . 3 0 9 
4 7 0 . 0 3 2 
4 7 2 . 0 1 7 
4 7 0 . 7 3 8 
4 7 0 . 4 0 2 
4(19.124 
4(i8.38.-) 
4()7 .10S 
4()().r).-)() 
4(15.279 
4( )8 .232 
4()(i .953 
41)5.51(1 
4 0 4 . 2 3 7 
434 . ( i34 
4 3 4 . 5 3 0 
4 3 1 . 7 1 0 
4 3 2 . 3 0 0 
4 3 0 . 7 1 5 
4 3 0 . 7 4 8 
4 2 9 . 0 4 3 
4 2 9 . 8 8 ] 
4 2 8 . 0 3 0 
4 2 8 . 8 9 0 
4 2 5 . 9 0 2 
4 2 5 . 8 5 8 
•ies 
l a t c d 
A B C ' X 
e x a c t 
4 7 2 . 3 0 5 
4 7 1 . 0 2 8 
4 7 1 . 3 0 8 
4 7 0 . 0 3 1 
4 7 2 . 0 2 0 
4 7 0 . 7 4 2 
4 7 0 . 3 9 8 
4 0 9 . 1 2 0 
4 0 8 . 3 8 9 
407 .1 13 
4()().551 
4 0 5 . 2 7 4 
4()8.23(i 
40( ) .958 
4 0 5 . 5 1 0 
4 0 4 . 2 3 2 
4 3 4 . 0 3 7 
4 3 4 . 5 3 2 
4 3 1 . 7 1 8 
4 3 2 . 3 7 0 
4 3 0 . 7 2 1 
4 3 0 . 7 4 8 
4 2 9 . 0 4 4 
4 2 9 . 8 8 0 
4 2 8 . 0 2 2 
4 2 8 . 8 8 2 
4 2 5 . 9 0 4 
4 2 5 . 8 0 0 
R e l a t i v e 
Ca l c 
A B M X 
2 u d o r d e r 
O.0O8 
1.811 
1.757 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 2 9 4 
1.530 
1.409 
0 .279 
0 .299 
1.917 
1.985 
0 . 3 0 3 
( i .544 
1.019 
1.090 
0 . 0 0 4 
1.257 
!.2()0 
0 . 1 0 0 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 .917 
1.004 
0 .937 
0.S71 
O.OOO 
0 .087 
0 . 7 9 0 
0 .777 
i n t e n s i t i e s 
i i l a t e d 
A B C X 
e x a c t 
0 . 0 0 5 
1.823 
1.750 
0.0(W 
0.3.54 
1.457 
1.398 
0.33() 
0 .212 
1.982 
2 .027 
0 . 2 2 4 
0.49H 
1.092 
1.742 
0 .517 
1.244 
1.248 
0.O77 
O.0O2 
0 .930 
1.014 
0 .941 
0 . 8 8 4 
0 .000 
0 .007 
0 . 7 9 3 
0 .790 
'' Traii.sition too uesk to ))e obser\eil. Expeiiiiiental fVeijueiicy iiifeiTed fVoiii rule of ivpeated 
Kpacings. 
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|)crturtiati(»n coircctiniis accoi'ding to the ibnuulat gi\eii Ly licilly and Swalcji '^  
(lifted ill Talik's i and 11 of Ref. 14). in Table 1 the expe-i-imentally obsei-\-cd 
tiaiisitioii fre(]U(')icies (adjusted so as to gi \c tlie re])eated spaeiiigs required 
hy the level diagram of Fig. 4) together with the theoretiea! spectra calculated 
by complete luimerica! diagonalization of the ABCX Hamiitoniau matrix 
(••ABCX, exact"") as M-ell as bj' the ABMX formulae including seccmd order 
licrturbatioii terms ("ABMX, 2nd order""). A comparison of the two calculated 
s])ectra with one calculated by neglect of ,/M.\ aiid of the second order effects 
of the finite \aliie of r-^ j * reveals that a major |)art (0.19 cjis) of tlie (\x])eri-
mentally ol)served sjilitting between the two M lines centered at 429.7 ciis 
oj'iginates in ]iartial virtual loiig-i-ange coiqiling bctueen M and X. The major 
effect of the real coupling (-/MX — *'.10 c]is) is to increase this si)litthig by an 
anuiunt close to the \aliie of ./.MX, whereas the sj)litting between tlu' lines at 
4;)0.8 c]:s caused by virtual couj>ling betMeen M and X is almost cajicelled ))y 
tlie real c'Oiqiling. The effect of the second order ]ierturbation terms is mainly 
a reduction of both these splittings by ri(. ti.Oa c])s. 
'I'he actual analysis was performed by successi\e ap]iroxJmations. Starting 
values of v^, J AX, Vy^, ./AM, and J mi. were obtained on inspection of the X-
jiart and Jl-part s])ectra, respecti\'e!y. The values of r^. r^, and ./AH vere 
obtained by analysis of the four AB~tyj)e quartets in Fig. ;Jb. No difiii-ulty 
was enoountei'cd in assigning the XB lines between 4(i4 eps and 408..") cps. but 
the a])]iearance of the two low field AB-tvpc (juartets — in jiarticular the 
intensity distribution — was at first considered to l)e rather ])uzz!ing. The 
cause of this unusual ap])carance of the AB-ty])e subs])cctra is to be found in 
the secoiul ordei' effect.s of ./AM and Jiui. The second order ])ertui'l>ati<)ri 
dejiresses level 2 of Fig. 4 sufficiently to nudce lines Al and B:> cross. In this 
manner the B — B — A — A setpience of transitions ])revailing in the other 
AB-type subsjiectr'a is broken and the lowest field AB-type quartet has the 
line sequence (from low to high field): B l — AI — B;> — A3. The second order 
effects are also resjionsible for the fact tliat the s])!itting between lines B.'i and 
Af is almost the same as that between lines A2 and B4 even though the effe(-ti\'c 
relative diemical slrift in the lowest field AB type quartet 0.15 c])s is fai' less 
than that of the B2 - B4 — Ai> — A4, AB-type, quaiiet {] Mo c]is). Jt is 
evident from Table 2 that the ])erturbati(jn exjiressions of Reilly and Swal(Mi '^  
]irovide an excdlent approximation to the sjiectrum. The transition frequencie> 
calculated b\ ' theii' fornuilae deviate by less than 0.01 c])s from thf»s(> ol>taii)ed 
liy a full ABCX treatment. The relative intensities obtained in the ])erturba-
tion analysis are not quite as good, but rejiroduce the observed intensities well 
within ex]ierimental error. 
It was antici])ated that the splittings of the central lijies in the .M-])art 
spectrum of 2dhio])henealdehyde would become larger with a smaller i'elati\-e 
cliemical shift r^ - v^.'. To \'erify this jiredictUm a spectrum was record(Hl 
at 40.00 Mc/sec. This sjiectrum is re]iroduced in Fig. ;">. It is seen, that the 
s]ilittings of the two centi-al lines \n the ]M-])art spectrum (Fig. oc) have indeed 
increased as comjiared Avith those of Fig. lie. The theoretical s]iectra induded 
* Those oalculatiojiH folUjw in a .straighUorvvai'fi rnaoMer i'nini t\ti' i'oniniltn- gi\ 'eii in vri'cv-
eiK-es. TherefVu'e t in ' de ta i l s a re not r cp roducr t l h t 'n ' . 
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, ' (M 
W\. 
[ 1 
/ • 
M r ; - - -
J C H C 
iOOOcas 395 0 315 C 310 C CDS 
2900 285.0 
J ;V~^ 1 
FKJ. '}, I iic protdii rc.-oiiaiici' .si)pcli'iuii at 40.00 Mc,'.scc of neat L'-tliioi)lu'iical<ieii> (I'-
coiuaiiiiiii.' t race aiiKuiiits of T.MS as internal reference, (a) the X-par t .speetruni. (\)) tlie 
.MJ-part .-pectiuin. (e) tlie M-part spect i i im. (d) tlie do\ible re.-ionance IM-part spec t rum 
n-eorileil uit l i s i imii taneous sjiin (lecou])ling of tlie a ldehyde spin. The theoretical spectra 
included in (ai. (h). and (c) were ciUc\ilate(l l)y a full ABCX t r ea tmen t with | iara ineter-
as (lescril)(Ml in the tex t . 
in Fis:'.--. oa—;")(• were cak-iilatcd hy a full ABCX treatment using tlie same 
eoiipliiie' constants as those derived ffom the 60 jMe/see spectiiim and with 
the chemical shifts deri\'ed ffom the (i(» ilc/see ,s])eetfum ledueed by a faetoi-
of L>/:5 to account for the reduction in sjseeti'ometer frequency. The fit between 
the calc-.tilated aud observed s])ectra is \ e ry good, even though the experiuiental 
s];ectrum is slightly distorted by swee]) non-linearity. A theoretical 40 J[e/sec 
spectrum was alse> calculated by use of the Reilly-Swalen ])erturbati()n ex-
pressiotis. The trairsition frequencies were still quite accurately given by tlte 
jiertmliation formulae, deviating by less than 0.03 e])S from those of the ABCX 
calculation. l)ut the relative intensities obtained by the ])ertiirbation fornudae 
ai'e sulijcct to errors as lai'ge as HO ",,. 
Fit!', ."i also displays the ••collajise"" of the splittings caused by vii'tual (and 
r'eal) long-range cou])ling l)et\veen the aldehyde and 4-liydrogen ])roton spins 
()i)tainable with strong rf. irradiation. The i\I-])art s]ieetrum reprodtu-ed in 
Fig. 5b was recorded with simultaneous ii'radiation at high I'f. ])Ower c)f the 
aldehyde ratilti])let at .'i!t<S c])s. it is setMi that tlw; lines in the decoujiled s]iec-
truni ail liave the same width, and tlie ^[-])art spectrum in Fig. od has the 
aii])earance oi' a slightly jierturbed X-]ia!'t sjiectrum of an ABX spin system. 
Ark-ni dU ihiihii iil'-i. 'I'lie au thors wish to express theii ' g ra l i lude to I'r'ofessors Kai 
Sieghahn and Arne l'"redL;a tor th{>ir inteie-it in this work and for all facilities ])laeed at 
our disposal. T h a n k s are dm- to Dr. Sture Fors(''n foi' the fiift of a X'-iuetli> l-2-|)yrioleal-
dehyde .-ample and to Oi. l?o (^estblom for the com put er calculat ions. One of us ( . \ .A.K.: 
is indebted to the Sn'c'li'<li ItifiriKi/lrfiial iJirelo/niD-tit Aiithnr/ty for a grant that financed 
his stay at tliis Ins t i tu te . Helpful linmiistic criticism from Dr. 11. ( a U c r is gratefiill\ 
ackno\\ f 'djed. 
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